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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

“Let’s start with a thought experiment: If an engineering design Eaw exists and no one measures it,

can it really injure people or kill them?” a Twitter user named Ehden writes.  He goes on to discuss

an overlooked aspect of the COVID mRNA shots, something called “codon optimization,” which

virtually guarantees unexpected results. Ehden explains:

“Trying to tell your body to generate proteins is hard for many reasons. One of them is the

fact that when you try to run the protein information via ribosomes which process that code

and generate the protein, it can be very slow or can get stuck during the process.

Luckily, scientists found a way to overcome this problem, by doing code substitution:

instead of using the original genetic code to generate the protein, they changed the letters

in the code so the code would be optimized. This is known as Codon Optimization.”

COVID Shots Use Codon Optimization

A codon consists of three nucleotides, and nucleotides are the building blocks of DNA. An August

2021 article in Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, addressed the use of codon optimization as

follows:

“The open reading frame of the mRNA vaccine is the most crucial component because it

contains the coding sequence that is translated into protein.

Although the open reading frame is not as malleable as the non-coding regions, it can be

optimized to increase translation without altering the protein sequence by replacing rarely

used codons with more frequently occurring codons that encode the same amino acid

residue.

For instance, the biopharmaceutical company CureVac AG discovered that human mRNA

codons rarely have A or U at the third position and patented a strategy that replaces A or U

at the third position in the open reading frame with G or C. CureVac used this optimization

strategy for its SARS-CoV-2 candidate CVnCoV …

Although replacement of rare codons is an attractive optimization strategy, it must be used

judiciously. This is because, in the case of some proteins, the slower translation rate of rare

codons is necessary for proper protein folding.

To maximize translation, the mRNA sequence typically incorporates modiPed nucleosides,

such as pseudouridine, N1-methylpseudouridine or other nucleoside analogues. Because

all native mRNAs include modiPed nucleosides, the immune system has evolved to

recognize unmodiPed single-stranded RNA, which is a hallmark of viral infection.

SpeciPcally, unmodiPed mRNA is recognized by pattern recognition receptors, such as Toll-

like receptor 3 (TLR3), TLR7 and TLR8, and the retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIGI)

receptor. TLR7 and TLR8 receptors bind to guanosine- or uridine-rich regions in mRNA and

trigger the production of type I interferons, such as IFNα, that can block mRNA translation.

The use of modiPed nucleosides, particularly modiPed uridine, prevents recognition by

pattern recognition receptors, enabling suYcient levels of translation to produce

prophylactic amounts of protein.

Both the Moderna and PPzer–BioNTech SARS-CoV-2 vaccines … contain nucleoside-

modiPed mRNAs. Another strategy to avoid detection by pattern recognition receptors,

pioneered by CureVac, uses sequence engineering and codon optimization to deplete

uridines by boosting the GC content of the vaccine mRNA.”

Much of this information was previously reviewed in my interview with Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and

Judy Mikovits, Ph.D. You can’t see the article but the video is embedded above. This study was

published well after our interview and merely conZrms what Seneff and Mikovits have unraveled in

their research.

According to Ehden, 60.9% of the codons in COVID shots have been optimized, equivalent to 22.5%

of the nucleotides, but he doesn’t specify which shot he’s talking about, or exactly where the data

came from.

That all mRNA COVID shots are using codon optimization to one degree or another is clear,

however. A July 2021 article  in the journal Vaccines speciZcally evaluates and comments on the

PZzer/BioNTech and Moderna mRNA shots, noting:

“The design of PPzer/BioNTech and Moderna mRNA vaccines involves many different

types of optimizations … The mRNA components of the vaccine need to have a 5′-UTR to

load ribosomes eYciently onto the mRNA for translation initiation, optimized codon usage

for eYcient translation elongation, and optimal stop codon for eYcient translation

termination.

Both 5′-UTR and the downstream 3′-UTR should be optimized for mRNA stability. The

replacement of uridine by N1-methylpseudourinine (Ψ) complicates some of these

optimization processes because Ψ is more versatile in wobbling than U. Different

optimizations can conaict with each other, and compromises would need to be made.

I highlight the similarities and differences between PPzer/BioNTech and Moderna mRNA

vaccines and discuss the advantage and disadvantage of each to facilitate future vaccine

improvement. In particular, I point out a few optimizations in the design of the two mRNA

vaccines that have not been performed properly.”

What Can Go Wrong?

One key take-home from the Nature Reviews Drug Discovery article  cited above is that replacing

rare codons “must be used judiciously,” as rarer codons can have slower translation rates and a

slowed-down rate is actually necessary to prevent protein misfolding.

“ The spike protein is the toxic part of the virus
responsible for the most unique effects of the virus,
such as the blood clotting disorders, neurological
problems and heart damage. To expect the COVID
shot to not produce these kinds of effects would be
rather naïve.”

A (adenine) and U (uracil) in the third position are rare, and the COVID shots replace these A’s and

U’s with G’s (guanine) or C’s (cytosine). According to Seneff, this switch results in a 1,000-fold

greater amount of spike protein compared to being infected with the actual virus.

What could go wrong? Well, just about anything. Again, the shot induces spike protein at levels

unheard of in nature (even if SARS-CoV-2 is a “souped up” manmade concoction), and the spike

protein is the toxic part of the virus responsible for the most unique effects of the virus, such as the

blood clotting disorders, neurological problems and heart damage.

So, to expect the COVID shot to not produce these kinds of effects would be rather naïve. The

codon switches might also result in protein misfolding, which is equally bad news. As explained by

Seneff in our previous interview:

“The spike proteins that these mRNA vaccines are producing … aren’t able to go into the

membrane, which I think is going to encourage it to become a problematic prion protein.

Then, when you have inaammation, it upregulates alpha-synuclein [a neuronal protein that

regulates synaptic traYc and neurotransmitter release].

So, you're going to get alpha-synuclein drawn into misfolded spike proteins, turning into a

mess inside the dendritic cells in the germinal centers in the spleen. And they're going to

package up all this crud into exosomes and release them. They’re then going to travel

along the vagus nerve to the brainstem and cause things like Parkinson's disease.

So, I think this is a complete setup for Parkinson's disease ... It's going to push forward the

date at which someone who has a propensity towards Parkinson's is going to get it.

And it's probably going to cause people to get Parkinson's who never would have gotten it

in the Prst place — especially if they keep getting the vaccine every year. Every year you do

a booster, you bring the date that you're going to get Parkinson's ever closer.”

Immune Dysfunction and Viral Flare-Ups

Other signiZcant threats include immune dysfunction and the Eare-up of latent viral infections,

which is something Mikovits has been warning about. In our previous interview, she noted:

“We use poly(I:C) [a toll-like receptor 3 agonist] to signal the cell to turn on the type I

interferon pathway, and because [the spike protein your body produces in response to the

COVID shot] is an unnatural synthetic envelope, you're not seeing poly(I:C), and you're not

[activating] the Type I interferon pathway.

You've bypassed the plasmacytoid dendritic cell, which combined with IL-10, by talking to

the regulatory B cells, decides what subclasses of antibodies to put out. So, you've

bypassed the communication between the innate and adaptive immune response. You now

miss the signaling of the endocannabinoid receptors …

A large part of Dr. [Francis] Ruscetti’s and my work over the last 30 years has been to show

you don't need an infectious transmissible virus — just pieces and parts of these viruses

are worse, because they also turn on danger signals. They act like danger signals and

pathogen-associated molecular patterns.

So, it synergistically leaves that inaammatory cytokine signature on that spins your innate

immune response out of control. It just cannot keep up with the myelopoiesis [the

production of cells in your bone marrow]. Hence you see a skew-away from the

mesenchymal stem cell towards TGF-beta regulated hematopoietic stem cells.

This means you could see bleeding disorders on both ends. You can't make enough

Pretrucks to send to the Pre. Your innate immune response can't get there, and then you've

just got a total train wreck of your immune system.”

We’re now seeing reports of herpes and shingles infection following COVID-19 injection, and this is

precisely what you can expect if your Type I interferon pathway is disabled. That’s not the end of

your potential troubles, however, as these coinfections could accelerate other diseases as well.

For example, herpes viruses have been implicated as a trigger of both AIDS  and myalgic

encephalomyelitis  (chronic fatigue syndrome or ME-CFS). According to Mikovits, these diseases

don’t appear until viruses from different families partner up and retroviruses take out the Type 1

interferon pathway. Long term, the COVID mass injection campaign may be laying the foundation

for a rapidly approaching avalanche of a wide range of debilitating chronic illnesses.

Are COVID Shots Appropriately Optimized?

As noted in the Vaccines article cited earlier, the codon optimization in the PZzer and Moderna

shots could be problematic:

“As mammalian host cells attack unmodiPed exogeneous RNA, all U nucleotides were

replaced by N1-methylpseudouridine (Ψ). However, Ψ wobbles more in base-pairing than U

and can pair not only with A and G, but also, to a lesser extent, with C and U.

This is likely to increase misreading of a codon by a near-cognate tRNA. When nucleotide U

in stop codons was replaced by Ψ, the rate of misreading of a stop codon by a near-

cognate tRNAs increased.

Such readthrough events would not only decrease the number of immunogenic proteins,

but also produce a longer protein of unknown fate with potentially deleterious effects …

The designers of both vaccines considered CGG as the optimal codon in the CGN codon

family and recoded almost all CGN codons to CGG … [M]ultiple lines of evidence suggest

that CGC is a better codon than CGG. The designers of the mRNA vaccines (especially

mRNA-1273) chose a wrong codon as the optimal codon.”

The paper also points out the importance of vaccine mRNA to be translated accurately and not

merely effectively, because if the wrong amino acids are incorporated, it can confuse your immune

system and prevent it from identifying the correct targets.

Accuracy is also important in translation termination, and here it comes down to selecting the

correct stop codons. Stop codons (UAA, UAG or UGA), when present at the end of an mRNA coding

sequence signals the termination of protein synthesis.

According to the author, both PZzer and Moderna selected less than optimal stop codons. “UGA is a

poor choice of a stop codon, and UGAU in PZzer/BioNTech and Moderna mRNA vaccines could be

even worse,” she says.

What Health Problems Can We Expect to See More Of?

While the variety of diseases we may see a rise in as a result of this vaccination campaign are

myriad, some general predictions can be made. We’ve already seen a massive uptick in blood

clotting disorders, heart attacks and stroke, as well as heart inEammation.

More long term, Seneff believes we’ll see a signiZcant rise in cancer, accelerated Parkinson's-like

diseases, Huntington's disease, and all types of autoimmune diseases and neurodegenerative

disorders.

Mikovits also suspects many will develop chronic and debilitating diseases and will die

prematurely. At highest risk, she places those who are asymptomatically infected with XMRVs and

gammaretroviruses from contaminated conventional vaccines. The COVID shot will effectively

accelerate their death by crippling their immune function. “The kids that are highly vaccinated,

they're ticking time bombs,” Mikovits said in my May 2021 interview. 

What Are the Options?

While all of this is highly problematic, there is hope. From my perspective, I believe the best thing

you can do is to build your innate immune system. To do that, you need to become metabolically

Eexible and optimize your diet. You’ll also want to make sure your vitamin D level is optimized to

between 60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL (100 nmol/L to 150 nmol/L).

I also recommend time-restricted eating, where you eat all your meals for the day within a six- to

eight-hour window. Time-restricted eating will also upregulate autophagy, which may help digest

and remove spike protein. Avoid all vegetable oils and processed foods. Focus on certiZed-organic

foods to minimize your glyphosate exposure.

Sauna therapy may also be helpful. It upregulates heat shock proteins, which can help refold

misfolded proteins. They also tag damaged proteins and target them for removal.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,362 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Dr. Stephanie Seneff from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has reported serious health problems caused by glyphosate that

are also enhanced by gluten, causing intestinal permeability, which is the cause of multiple diseases, including autoimmune diseases.

Now Dr. Stephanie Seneff and naturopathic oncologist Dr. Greg Nigh in the paper, entitled “Worse than the Disease? Reviewing Some

Possible Unintended Consequences of the mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19, ”says the type of mRNA delivered by “vaccines” is

completely artiZcial with great potential for“ unknown consequences”.

"...Manipulating the code of life could lead to completely unexpected, potentially long-term or even permanent negative side effects,”

Seneff and Nigh warn. “There is suncient reason to suspect that antibodies against the spike protein will contribute to ADE caused by a

previous SARS-CoV-2 infection or vaccination, which can manifest as acute or chronic autoimmune and inEammatory diseases.” There is

also evidence to suggest that vaccinated people are shedding these spike proteins onto others, resulting in the spread of prions and

neurodegenerative diseases. "They are using the term 'vaccine' to sneak this thing under public health exemptions. This is mRNA

packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to stimulate the human cell into becoming a

pathogen creator." humansarefree.com/2021/08/mrna-vaccine-may-cause-tragic-catastrophic-s..  and

www.lifesitenews.com/news/death-rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-time..
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According to research scientist Stephanie Seneff, one of the key aspects of glyphosate toxicity is the destruction of immunity.

Glyphosate builds up in the body, weakening the immune system's ability to protect itself from viruses, including SARS-CoV-2,

which causes COVID-19. Studies have shown that many chronic diseases begin in the gut and it is important for anyone to

eliminate food contaminated or grown with glyphosate to restore the diversity of the gut microbiomes. When a virus enters our

body, due to the accumulation of glyphosate, energy-producing cells called mitochondria cannot produce their main energy

ingredient called ATP. ATP helps remove the virus from our cells. Glyphosate interferes with the ATP energy process of our body

cells. If cells cannot make ATP, the immune system has a hard time clearing the virus. Therefore, people who have high levels of

glyphosate in their body will have a dincult time recovering from viruses like Covid-19.

www.naturalhealth365.com/glyphosate-and-covid-link-3957.html  ~

www.healthZrstdc.com/blog/covid-19-and-glyphosate-how-are-they-connec..  

The truth is, the risk of dying with a variant of the Chinese virus is exceptionally low. Those who receive the jab are much more

likely to suffer and die. The vaccinated have a viral load equal to that of the unvaccinated, if they have covid, they may also be

shedding spike proteins. Those vaccinated are causing coronavirus mutations. So it makes no sense to demand passports from

the unvaccinated, those who are causing the spread of the virus are the vaccinated. Those who are forcing vaccination are

government institutions, multinational pharmaceutical companies and the fear transmitted by the media that represent the

globalist elites who seek absolute tyranny with the Great Reset.
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I think we must stop seeing covid and those injections in a single light ... they are part of a war and so no attempt at reasoning

using science will make any difference! The ONLY way forward is to win this war ( and it will be won) ,to contain the democrat deep

state damage done and to bring change that will secure the countries in the name of its people ...not in the pure thuggery of

corporate billionaires! Pray that Trump is protected and that his team can bring about that antidote to the killing  injections .... he is

on our side as you are beginning to see !

So many deep state already dealt with ... millions still to be held to account ! We took freedoms and human rights for granted

...teach our children that that must be seen to be upheld always! We have allowed our so called politicians to become dictators

when we SHOULD have stopped them years ago !they need to know what happens when they turn on the people ....it will in future

and President Kennedy jr after 2024 will continue Trumps work ..end all legal protections for ANY industry ... not just pharma ...and

aim the law at the directors etc ...NOT the shareholders!
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Gui,  being as much as 80% of our immune system & mental function come from the gut & proper nutrition with multiple colonies

of Pro-biotic microbiome, how much protection from the disastrous affects of the many strains of Jabs could be cultured through

different varieties of pro-biotic Zbers & pro-biotics themselves? What about glycine to remove glyphosate from our body's possibly

affording stronger immunity from Jab disaster? As Dr Step recommends, what about increasing Sulphur & mineral content in our

diets?

We also can expect massive denials from our esteemed experts like Dr. Falsey about the no doubt many malady's to present

themselves downstream, as the worst will be far removed from the origin event, a Jab. They already stayed out in front of the

reality of illness's caused by a Jab as they hide behind the shield, well we gave them a Jab and they didn't drop dead on site then

and there. We've already witnessed massive manipulation around the whatever people may have had & gotten the wrong and

destructive treatment for, possible less invasive & better outcome treatment suppressed, numbers pushed around so their words

can say what they say they mean. Truth may not need apply.
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PZzer is already promoting a 4th shot--because the Zrst 3 did not work?  They obfuscate by claiming they worked, but not

completely.  This is the deZnition of insanity--doing the same thing over and over.  It is not going to work.  Each new shot increases

risk factors.  Another nursing baby just died after it's mother was vaxed.  (I seem to recall it was intestinal hemorrhaging?)  We are

told the vax is safe.  We know we are being lied to. So, an we expect a protocol that requires jabs every 6 months?  Every 10

minutes?

Jabs for jobs, too.  Soon, it will be jabs to allow banking, buying groceries, etc.  I see that, now, in many places, volunteers must be

vaxed.  (Many no longer volunteer.  Lacking these "unpaid employees", charities will be less encient.)  Do not worry about not

having access.  As our institutions collapse, you must not be brain-washed into thinking many things are a "privilege". Plan to take

care of yourself and you will be better off.  Eat from your garden and you will not need a supermarket.  You will be healthier.  You

will not want medical care and doctors visits when you see what the state considers health care and how they will mine your data.  

You are better off home schooling your children that enrolling them in public education.  Do not fear being self-reliant.  Instead,

fear being dependent. Your life must become a value statement. Good health is your God-given right. -But now it is your own

responsibility.  There is no such thing as herd immunity. There is no such thing as synthetic immunity supporting your health thru

vaxination. Deal with reality as it is. If you choose fear instead of logic, you will make foolish and harmful choices.
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Thanks, steve49car. We are facing a war against humanity. The reality is that humanity is subjected to an infamous tyranny.

Medical systems are threatening doctors and nurses with dismissal if they fail to comply with forced vaccinations. Universities

threaten to deny education to students if they do not comply. Corporations threaten to segregate people from venues, Eights, and

other social gatherings if they don't comply. The FDA, CDC has a long history of corruption for having promoted disease-promoting

drugs and diets while despising Natural Medicine and cheap medicines, as is being seen with hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin

and all the protocols that Dr. Mercola has recommended for the treatment of Covid. Gates and Fauci are the gods of evil, who

supported the gain of the show and created a terrorist weapon. Now Biden is the architect of medical tyranny.

According to Ryan, the “insane” and “fraudulent” full approval of the Comirnaty vaccine from PZzer and its German partner

BioNTech only served to divert attention away from President Joe Biden’s weakening rule. He added that the approval was a

last-ditch move to boost Biden’s tanking approval ratings. “The Biden puppet masters want to roll out the medical martial law, and

this is what they want,” Ryan said. www.brighteon.com/c769365d-2b0b-4368-b753-1dd55a0d8dfe
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Well expressed JUST, Zrst of all let us take care of our intestines, with organic food, fermented, Eeeing from the load of sugars and

toxins in food. Researchers at Harvard Medical School identiZed a group of gut microbes, which cause immune cells to release

type 1 interferons that repel viruses. The studies also identiZed the molecule, a polysaccharide A (PSA) that opens the immune

protection cascade. This protective response arises from immune cells that reside in the walls of the colon. These dendritic cells

release protective interferons stimulated by the PSA molecule that resides on the outer surface membrane of the intestinal

bacterium Bacteroides fragilis. www.genengnews.com/news/gut-bacteria-trigger-immune-defense-mechanisms..  (2021)

Instead of promoting healthy eating, the FDA is shrouded in a corrupt past. The FDA carries out its historic mission to approve

harmful and ineffective drugs. The drug and food approval processes are under the corrupt management of the FDA, but the

billions spent promoting them result in the "Reverse BeneZt Law": the more diluted its beneZts become, but the more generalized

its risks become. Of damage. The link is very signiZcant

www.outsourcing-pharma.com/Article/2005/05/30/Whistleblowers-reveal-FD..  (2019)

In support of the FDA, Fauci has paved the way for the Allopathic Medicine paradigm by supporting the gain of function, he has

generated two destructive weapons: Covid and vaccines. These actions, together with the so-called “green revolution”, are based

on the Zght against germs and biodiversity, not the defense of the human land and the healthy crops that Mother Earth produces. It

is based on the food of disease and death, in addition to the degeneration of the human race and the loss of the biodiversity of

mother earth.
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Yes, Almond, the multinational pharmaceutical companies and the elites who pursue a globalized world must continue to extract

gold and diamonds from the masses that have succumbed to menticide. The escalation imposed by Bidem and Fauci continues to

threaten basic civil liberties and the rights of bodily autonomy. Now they want to impose reinforcements every FIVE months and

afterwards …… there is no longer any afterwards for vaccinated people. This biological weapon that replicates in human cells and

causes serious immediate and future damage, is based on the same gain-of-function virus research that Fauci was involved in,

about which he lied for more than a year.

These vaccinated people will suffer illness and death even though fear has apparently overcome. On the other side there are those

who do not believe in vaccines, those who believe in freedom, those who do not want to become transhumans, they are attacked

with layoffs at their work and no possibility of attending entertainment shows. In the end they want to exterminate everyone, I

wonder what the globalist elites will do when they can only live with robost, in a dehumanized world.

The “fake news” campaign is not about protecting the public from lies, it is about establishing a network of news commanded by

the state, as stated by Dr. Mercola “the truth of the state” a deep state full of interests for a devastating technocracy. Despotic

leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of what they are doing from the people they rule. On the contrary, there can be no

meaningful democracy if there is only one centrally managed source of information with tyrannical control.
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Many people are awakening from the lies and misinformation of health institutions and the media in cahoots with multinational

pharmaceutical companies. It is being shown that vaccines lose effectiveness and cause serious damage that is reproduced and
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Long-Term Dangers of Experimental mRNA Shots
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

mRNA-based COVID shots have used codon optimization to improve protein production. A codon consists of three nucleotides, and

nucleotides are the building blocks of DNA. Use of codon optimization virtually guarantees unexpected results

)

Replacing rare codons must be done judiciously, as rarer codons can have slower translation rates and a slowed-down rate is actually

necessary to prevent protein misfolding

)

Stop codons, when present at the end of an mRNA coding sequence, signals the termination of protein synthesis. According to a recent

paper, both PZzer and Moderna selected suboptimal stop codons

)

The COVID shots induce spike protein at levels unheard of in nature, and the spike protein is the toxic part of the virus responsible for the

most unique effects of the virus, such as the blood clotting disorders, neurological problems and heart damage. To expect the COVID shot

to not produce these kinds of effects would be rather naïve

)

Other signiZcant threats include immune dysfunction and the Eare-up of latent viral infections such as herpes and shingles. Coinfections, in

turn, could accelerate other diseases. Herpes viruses, for example, have been implicated as a cause of both AIDS and chronic fatigue

syndrome

)
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pharmaceutical companies. It is being shown that vaccines lose effectiveness and cause serious damage that is reproduced and

multiplied with successive reinforcements. There are effective effective prevention and treatment alternatives such as vitamin D,

zinc, ivermectin, and hydroxychloroquine. Twice as many people have died from COVID vaccines compared to the sum total of all

other vaccines in the history of the VAERS reporting system.

The PZzer vaccine kills T cells, weakens the immune system. He found that only 50 percent of people who received a single dose

of the PZzer vaccine had a measurable neutralizing antibody response against the alpha variant of COVID-19. This number

declined further to just 32 percent and 25 percent for the delta and beta variants, respectively. The situation worsens for older

people who have weaker immune systems. www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conZrm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..  

Another dramatic example. A woman in Florida died of a rare brain disease three months after receiving her second

PZzer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. Cheryl Cohen, 64, received the Zrst dose of the PZzer COVID-19 vaccine on April 5. She

received the second dose on April 25. “She went from being able to work and doing normal daily activities to being able to do just

the basics,” she said. Cheryl had a job as a sales representative and lived in her own apartment. "She cooked, cleaned and was in a

great place in life." Cheryl's condition worsened even more on June 19, nearly two months after she was fully vaccinated. Her

daughter Gianni hers said her mother was forced to get vaccinated, either because of her work or because of pressure from the

mainstream media. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cheryl-cohen-dies-rare-brain-disea..  (08/31/21)
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@ Almond, very wise. Also, dig  a Deep well: Independence! Make it deep, no matter the cost, because of climate instability and

droughts.
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Thank you Guillermou, I am very aware of the effects of both glyphosates and gluten. There is a little unknown fact about gluten

that most do not know about, and that is that man has manufactured a gluten substance which is added to bread, under the label

of added 'gluten'. This manufactured 'gluten' causes intestinal permeability, causing a lot of health problems.
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Gui, after this video, I'm seeing things in a new light.  We are in somewhat of a waiting game right now.  I wonder when the next

batch expires?  Is that why they switched it to 5 months (the boosters?)  Did they Zgure the 5-8 months mark?  And then what's

going to happen?  This seems like such a deadly waiting game!  I think you're right, war against humanity - and all they had to do

was use the word pandemic.   Understanding further how people are harmed, or worse, from the vaccine is the best evidence on

why we should stay away from them. Then you have 3 parents who died out of our elementary school here, WTH?  Three?  That's

enough to shellshock anyone into getting an experimental vaccine - because so many are running scared not know who will die.  

And to know this all started off of lies and Fauci's GoF research makes him a WAR CRIMINAL .. and all those involved (I'm talking

Gates and the WHO too!)
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Yes, Leahoz, adding bread to gluten and artiZcial yeast is a more convenient way for wheat Eour to be baked, as it allows the bread

to obtain volume in less time. This bread gets stale quickly. Buckwheat bread does not contain gluten and made with sourdough is

better assimilated and lasts longer soft. Potassium bromate, a powerful oxidant that helps bread rise, has been linked to kidney

and thyroid cancers in rodents. Azodicarbonamide (ACA), a chemical that forms bubbles in foams and plastics like vinyl, is used to

whiten and leavens dough, but when baked, it has also been linked to cancer in laboratory animals.

Countries, including China, Brazil and members of the European Union, have weighed the potential risks and decided to ban

potassium bromate in food. Gluten intolerance can cause intestinal permeability, with local and systemic inEammation, due to the

passage of chemical substances (peptides), germs, in the bloodstream, which cause autoimmune diseases, against body tissues,

which can be favored by genetic predispositions. The restoration of the intestinal barrier, through epigenetic control: stress, diet,

pollution, exercise and other lifestyle habits are essential. Two aspects: 1. InEammation and autoimmunity reside in the intestinal

mucosa, years before the onset of systemic inEammation. 2. Autoimmune diseases and celiac disease have clinical,

epidemiological, serological, environmental, genetic and dysbiotic manifestations associated with intestinal permeability. (2016)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1568997215001561
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Celiac disease is associated with imbalances in gut bacteria, which can be triggered by glyphosate damage to gut bacteria, by loss

of action of cytochrome P450 enzymes, which are involved with detoxiZcation of environmental toxins, and others factors that lead

to chronic inEammation. A second mechanism of glyphosate damage to the lining of the digestive tract is the direct impact on the

cells of the intestinal mucosa. A velcro is called “zonulin” and it is an adhesion factor that maintains the bonds between the cells

of the colon. Zonulin is lost with exposure to glyphosate, along with the gut-associated lymphoid tissue, the intestinal epithelial

barrier, controls the balance between tolerance and immunity to antigens.

Mechanisms of Disease: the role of intestinal barrier function in the pathogenesis of gastrointestinal autoimmune diseases

www.Euidsiq.com/pdfs/Fasano_Donohue_2005%20Intestistinal%20Barrier%20..   Glyphosate, pathways to modern diseases II:

Celiac sprue and gluten intolerance content.scando.com/.../article-p159.xml   The main function of zonulin is to regulate the Eow

of molecules between the intestine and the bloodstream, which is why it plays a fundamental role in the tolerance / immune

response balance. Zonulin, loosening the tight junctions between cells to allow the passage of nutrients and block the passage of

macromolecules that cause the immune response.
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mRNA, when it Zrst showed up in news reports and printed matter did one thing to me. That is scared the hell out of me because

not only did it sound dangerous because of it's connection to microbiology which is a very dangerous subject to toy with but it was

within a very small group of people that should never have been trusted with this power. Scientists come in two Eavors. Those that

work in the Zeld to accomplish good things that are helpful to mankind and the ones we see today "playing god because they can".

Today we see in real time just what the second type of scientists can and have done.  No matter how they did IT IS WRONG. We

have two countries with the resources to destroy the world. For over 70 years we were worried about nuclear annihilation. Today

biological annihilation is even more likely. Global vaccination with deadly organisms and chemicals has been the agenda of the

Left for decades. Sadly it is now a reality. I do not believe Covid was an accident and it's long term results are fully known by the

maniacal perpetrators like Bill Gates and his cadre of wealthy eugenicists. The number of deaths directly related to this biological

attack upon the world is just beginning to be seen and felt.

The relatively small country of Israel will be the "canary in the mine" sentinel.  Most highly inoculated country in the world is seeing

the undeniable serious bad effects of the "shots" already.  I now believe that the ultimate goal of these diabolical scientists,

military researchers and billionaires is to kill off as many of us undesirables as possible by wreaking havoc on the human immune

system which is  what the mRNA technology, gone amuck,  is designed to do.  How can what has been done to hundreds of

millions of people be undone? Most probably it can't.  Now mankind knows how guinea pigs feel when placed in cages in the

hands of maniac scientists.
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Thank you Trazy, a Ztting rating for Fauci, Gates CRIMINAL WAR, and the entire conglomerate of corporate institutions, media that

join this terrorist war against humanity. Luckily there are exceptions within the government, doctors and scientists who are

denouncing this barbarism. Senator Rand Paul stated in an interview that none of the "experts" are following the science as they

push for all age groups, including babies, to be diagnosed with Chinese germs. Truth be told, the chance of someone under the age

of 25 dying from the "coronavirus Eu" is basically zero. And yet hardly anyone in any position of authority is willing to acknowledge

this fact.

Many independent scientists are starting to come out of the woods to say that those who already had the Wuhan Eu probably don't

need any kind of injection. And yet hardly anyone on television or in the White House is suggesting this to the general public. More

than 100,000 doctors and various healthcare professionals have now rallied against the government-planned genocide, and the

pharmaceutical giants are poised to begin the slaughter in long-term care homes via an unproven vaccine they deliberately

omitted. animal testing. brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-..  

The explosive new Zlm, "Plandemic II: inDOCTORnation" unleashed bomb after bomb on Dr. Fauci, the CDC, the WHO, the corrupt

vaccine industry, the NIH under Obama and everyone. Pandemic scam that was deliberately engineered using a real virus to

enslave humanity and generate billions in proZts for Big Pharma. https://www.brighteon.com/
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Very well described the terrible reality, maxxon. What people and scientists critical of vaccines highlight is that vaccines will only

cause long-term health problems and dangerous reactions in the intervention of the Covid-19 vaccine. This requires understanding

the danger posed by the virus, whose virulence is likely weakening, as well as knowing the extent of naturally acquired immunity.

You should also be aware of other possible interactions, such as the observed correlation between Eu vaccination and

COVID-related deaths.

More and more people are against vaccination and governments and BigPharma will not dare to demand forced vaccination, at

least in the general population. By the time a vaccine is available to everyone, more will be known about natural immunity in the

population, and many of us will get rid of the vaccine.

Natural immunity should be looked at as the great disease Zghter. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) very

conservatively estimate that more than a third of Americans (at least 114.6 million) have been infected with SARS-CoV-2. There

are many reasons to believe that in most of these people, SARS-CoV-2 infection "induces long-term immunity. In fact, as reported

by the American Institute for Economic Research, it appears to promote the COVID vaccine agenda. Not only are key organizations

'downplaying' natural immunity, they may be looking to 'erase' it entirely. ” If something ends with this genocide, it will be natural

immunity, because the only thing vaccines are doing is promoting new variants and making the transmission of the covid more

contagious.
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Maxxon, You say delayed effects of the jab are beginning to be felt in Israel. Do you have a link to some credible information on

this?
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Gary D Barnett - The Noose Draws Tighter; Soon You'll be Dead August 24, 2021 mandatory-vax.jpg (left, Illustrator David Dees died May

31, 2020. He was truly a great visionary. Watch this doc about him.) Americans are mostly complacent and compliant in the face of their

impending demise. A pandemic with a survival rate of 99.7% is not a pandemic. A disease with no symptoms is not a disease. Unless we

regain our common sense and realize covid is a political psy op and a hoax, we are Znished. Barnett - "In order to gain freedom, one has

to act free. Freedom has to be taken, not begged for, and this does not even require any violence or aggression;

it just requires disobedience and dissent, and a refusal to comply with this heinous government's orders, mandates, and corrupt attempts

to control you." Why Do I Do This? By Gary D. Barnett (henrymakow.com) I have been writing about these matters concerning freedom,

liberty, and the sovereignty of the individual for over two decades, and look where we are today. I have watched as this country has

continued to worsen every year since I was born, and now we face the ultimate challenge, and the only defence evident are the efforts of

a minuscule few.

Yes, there is talk of pushback and some threats to not comply, but it is nothing more than talk. There are more protests as well, at least in

other parts of the world, but what is necessary is not protest after all, for protest in most cases is nothing more than an effort in futility. It

is dependent on a weak population's reliance on their governing jailers giving them some relief. In order to gain freedom, one has to act

free. Freedom has to be taken, not begged for, and this does not even require any violence or aggression; it just requires disobedience

and dissent, and a refusal to comply with this heinous government's orders, mandates, and corrupt attempts to control you.
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The intent of the chosen and unchosen masters that have been allowed to reign over this weak and pathetic populace, have now

become so bold as to be able to do as they please without scrutiny. The ignorance of Americans has reached such a level that

virtually everything the state does to gain more power and control is applauded and immediately accepted by this crowd of

frightened serfs that still believe they are free. checkpoint.jpgThe dullness of mind that is necessary in order for this takeover of

society to take place is staggering beyond the imagination of any left with the ability to think even in simple terms. I am stunned by

this posture, but I am not surprised in the least.

Many have called me names, have told me I was too harsh and brutal in my approach, have said I only talked of doom, and have

attempted to chastise me for telling the truth that they did not want to hear. I have been censored, threatened, shunned, and

cursed, simply for warning about what is now here in plain sight. I have been labeled as a conspiracy nut, and ignored in the midst

of rolling eyes. What are all these people thinking today as they watch their lives disappear? With the mass collusion of Bill gates

and the Gates Foundation, the pharmaceutical industry, the government and world 'health' organizations, and the other worst

criminal elements of socie
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FDA approved what are ludicrously called 'Covid vaccines' today at PZzer and BioNTech, the Zrst of many, and now the beginning

of the end is certainly here to stay. Within moments, New York, California, Puerto Rico, and likely more as I write this, are

mandating that all get injected or else. Maybe this is a good time to say I told you so! Get ready if not willing to be a slave, to get

fully injected with deadly poison in order to survive. Those of us unwilling to go along now are targets not only of the criminal and

murderous United States dictatorship, but of all our neighbors and so-called friends.

Soon, all ability to travel, all entry into shops, restaurants, grocery stores, schools, and any number of 'public' places will be closed

off to those choosing to not get jabbed, but at this point, the aggression against the real intelligent dissenters will be ramped up to

a very high level. It could easily become in the very near future nearly impossible to function without compliance.

But this will not end with 'vaccine' mandates, it will end with total tyranny and death. The frustration is maddening, as knowing

where this was headed for years is no consolation considering the hell we now face. In the days, weeks, and months ahead, this

country will have changed into a totalitarian nightmare never experienced before in history. All your children are at great risk, and I

say this not to be sensational, but to warn of the destruction of the minds and bodies of all the young that has been planned and

openly announced over the entirety of this fake 'pandemic' by this wicked state, and of course, it was promoted once again today

by the evil Biden.
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So why do I do this? Why do I write? Why do I continue in my attempts to wake up the pathetic masses? What is the point, when

most are still asleep, and have no desire whatsoever to protect themselves or their families? I do so for myself and my family,

because if I do nothing, my life will have no meaning, just as the bulk of the masses' lives have no meaning. So I will continue on,

but I believe this will be at great risk the longer this travesty is allowed to continue. I will write and Zght back for myself, my family,

and all those that have the courage to stand up for what is right. I will defend at all costs against state aggression and never

acquiesce to this state. As for those that wallow in self-pity, and refuse to speak out and disobey, that hide from the truth and

expect to be protected by others, you are on your own.

This society is mentally ill to the point of total apathetic confusion. Related-  Today from Gary D Barnett - Medical Care for the

Unvaccinated - Comply or Die Source links: FDA approves eugenist Gates 'vaccine' ~ Military and states announce vaccine

mandates within minutes of FDA approval ~ Biden says employers, schools, and businesses should require 'Covid vaccination' ~

Mass Psychoses: A killing of the Mind
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A great Gary D Barnett narrative, the one you presented, Anmael. The world of vaccines represents the path to total control over all

of us, it is the Great Reset. The use of terrorism is a powerful weapon because it strikes a lot of fear in the hearts of man, and fear

can lead to. minds to be dominated, it is the menticide that ends in the conviction that the "vaccine is necessary." It is a true

terrorism disguised by propaganda as protector and savior that is controlled by unscrupulous psychopaths. These vaccines are a

true terrorism, with current technology, the list of possible components is endless and many could alter genes. ARNm vaccines

can allow genetic engineering and tracking technology could also be implanted, as well as other invasive elements.

It is clear that the corporate media cannot be trusted to provide us with the truth about anything to do with covid, the pandemic,

and vaccines. At the peak of power presided over by The Vanguard Group and BlackRock, we have participating in the

"disinformation" to Project Syndicate, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Open Society Foundation (George Soros) and the

European Center for Journalism, as press agencies . The powerful banking and corporate and the government are the drivers of

this false pandemic and they are also working together to vaccinate the world. The government is in bed with the Gates

Foundation, the CDC, the WHO, and many criminal drug companies.
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The reality is that humanity is subjected to an infamous tyranny. Medical systems are threatening doctors and nurses with

dismissal if they fail to comply with forced vaccinations. Universities threaten to deny education to students if they do not comply.

Corporations threaten to segregate people from venues, Eights, and other social gatherings if they don't comply. More than

100,000 doctors and various healthcare professionals have now rallied against the government-planned genocide, and the

pharmaceutical giants are poised to begin the slaughter in long-term care homes via an unproven vaccine they deliberately

omitted. animal testing. brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-..
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Hi Anmael, too true!  I'm with you.
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Anmael - so true.  Just got off the phone with my sister, 7 women are about to be Zred from the dentist off where her daughter

works (CA).  Since her daughter already had covid, she's exempt from having to get the vaccine (for now), but the 7 unvaccinated

women are being Zred.  What a horribly corrupt time we are in.  California has lost their minds.  I'm so glad we moved out of that

state while the getting was good - I miss it, God knows it's beautiful, and I miss my family, but I couldn't abide by Pan's baby, SB277

or the fools who pushed it, but they knew as sure as gold that when it came time to push a Plandemic, there were enough minions

to Zght on their side.  

I can't even imagine not doing the least about of research before taking sides with highly proZtable big pharma over mothers and

fathers who have injured children.  Horrifying.  I still remember when the SIDS epidemic was going around - girls were afraid

because they didn't want a baby to die on their watch.  Looking back, holy crap!  Can you imagine being scared of baby sitting a

baby?  In that time period, we lost a niece at 7 days after being vax'd.  They labeled it SIDS.  Right in my backyard.  Ugh. So for the

'new' 'vaccine' out now, oh hell no is all I've got to say.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM
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Blah, blah, blah. More BS about so called viruses. What these nut cases have done is messed with your bodies ability to produce

EXOSOMES for the right reason. By putting a toxic substance in  that causes all kinds of side effects that are just not NORMAL, the

exosomes can't operate NORMALLY. Sort of like getting them all drunk while driving down the road. All kinds of unexpected results can

come from that.

Do you think your bodies immune system, which is partly controlled by EXOSOMES would be able to handle too much snake venom? Or

hemlock? Or cyanide? What they have basically done is screwed up the whole proper operation by introducing a gene altering "therapy"

that simply messes with your immune system and it no longer works PROPERLY. If the GERM THEORY WERE TRUE...NONE OF USE

WOULD BE ALIVE TO BELIEVE IT. Quit with the viruses Dr. Mercola. At least get yourself a copy of VIRUS MANIA 3rd Edition and read it! I

do believe the research contained there in might help your cognitive dissonance when it comes to "viruses".
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Indeed. I've been trying to say the same for a year to no avail. The exosome theory has a lot more explanative power than the viral

transmission theory. Getting drunk while on the road reminds me: a friend of mine told me about a couple who simply couldn't have

children. At the fertility clinic, they had his sperm checked out and it turned out the little things kept rotating around their own

axles! The couple was using pot all the time! :)
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM
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Great comment. I too am sick of the non stop fear mongering on mercola. Until the shot nobody was getting sick or dying.
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Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM
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Almond, as much as I like your comments but always talking about things like *Eat from your garden and you will not need a

supermarket.* is starting to get on my nerves. I don't have a garden - I live in a 2 bedroom condo and there is no way I could garden

anywhere and no way to change it at age 76 living alone. And don't you think that the people who are reading Dr. M's posts and most likely

the comments already know that gardening (if possible) would be a great thing to do?
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broski
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Don't read Almonds comments then. Simple.
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Joined On 12/6/2010 3:12:13 AM
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I have two acres but am partially disabled, and anyway, could not grow enough food with a very short growing season to feed us

both all winter. I do have a garden in but rely heavily on supermarket produce in winter and farm stand produce in Summer to Fall.

Yes, eating organic food right out of the ground is optimal nutrition, but as you say, either impractical or impossible for many in city

apartments. I supplement with my veg garden but also grow microgreens, herbs, mature greens and even some vegetables under

lights indoors. I grew peppers and garlic last year successfully. With the LED lights the hydro consumption is minimal. If you have

some space indoors you could try this and you can grow quite a bit on a balcony as well. Here, some people have city allotments.

I also forage. I supplement with edible weeds such as dandelion and we have wild berry bushes and nut and crabapple trees

around our property and the nearby farmland. Supplementing your diet with at least some wild and newly picked home grown and

wild foods is better than nothing, but some just aren't interested, don't know how or are unable. Stores offer organic produce bt by

the time it reaches us the nutrient value drops considerably. However people just do the best we can given our circumstances, so I

understand your frustration.
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May I have an opinion to make a contribution to what you mention, ina? I would like to say that if -as we know- at this time of

humanity most people live in cities where space is small and the lifestyle does not include self-sunciency or the production of

subsistence goods, the condition of isolation, the individualism and even selZshness have become a barrier to the best personal

development. People are content to subsist without growing as such: a pension or a subsidy occupying a few square meters,

seems suncient. And it seems that there is no solution. But some have found it in the association for those purposes: nursing

homes that share the day with kindergartens where the charm is mutual.

For example, in the case of gardens, community gardens are created in public or private spaces, and even in sidewalks by

management of the same stakeholders or by municipal initiatives. In your case, outside the condo! Why not? You can use your life

experience to educate young people to generate initiatives in dincult situations, offer talks, teach how to repair objects ... etc.

Rescue for the next generations the value of the life experience of the elderly, as a legacy. There are also "food squares". And not

to mention the concept "nendo dango": the freedom to sow, without asking permission, as birds do.

There is a sea of initiatives of this type on the internet, anyone can do nothing in this regard, and will notice over time that not only

their muscles are atrophying, but also the same happens with their possibilities of consolidation and freedom. And this the powers

know ... Urbanization is anything but innocent. The experience of the ladies of Todmorden in their now famous "incredible edible"

is very inspiring. You can see it on the internet and contact them for advice. And not to mention the concept "preppers" ... which is

another chapter, and another scale.
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Hand\sh
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM
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Some other interesting things are also showing up Dr. Mercola. A 44yo. Man here in Tasmania had one jab of Astra Zeneca & died, he was

an Organ Donar, but his Organs were so badly damaged, that the Hospital could not use any of his Organs. I thought, what about Blood

from vaxxed people?  The Red Cross has now come out saying that they will not take any Plasma from people who are Vaxxed. - This

means that if everyone is eventually Vaxxed, then no one will be able to get a Blood Transfusion.!
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Sue275
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Wait, what you wrote doesn't exactly make sense. If everyone got vaxxed, everyone would have the same toxic blood.  We were

forced to take the vax but were still able to donate blood recently. Please kindly check your facts about the Red Cross; "Q: Are

individuals who received a COVID-19 vaccine eligible to give blood, platelets and plasma? A: Yes, you can donate blood after

getting a COVID-19 vaccine, as long as you are symptom-free and feeling well at the time of the donation." ... "Due to the decline in

hospital demand and because the Red Cross and our industry partners have been able to build a suncient supply of convalescent

plasma to meet the foreseeable needs of COVID-19 patients the Red Cross stopped collecting convalescent plasma completely on

June 14." Follow the link to read more... www.redcross.org/about-us/news-and-events/news/2021/answers-to-common-..
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Oh good grief, I just noticed the Red Cross Q&A page  is written very oddly, with some questions repeated yet containing slightly

different answers. It does indeed mention brieEy at one point they wanted unvaxxed for convalescence plasma speciZcally.  How

annoying and confusing. Not sure why they would post it that way.   I guess it's moot now anyway since they stopped collecting

 that particular plasma from anyone, vaxxed or not. Perhaps it's best to contact them directly to clear up any confusion?  If you're

really serious about knowing the truth that is.  I for one despise it when misinformation is spread rampantly online!
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Autopsies of patients who were vaccinated against Covid reveal billions of spike proteins throughout the body, including
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Autopsies of patients who were vaccinated against Covid reveal billions of spike proteins throughout the body, including

capillaries, brain, heart, pancreas, lungs, liver and kidneys, the latter the most popular organ for donations. We can think that

plasma contains proteins generated by the immune system, which would have suffered an alteration when vaccinated against

Covid-19 with the presence of peak proteins, which have the possibility of contributing to antibody-dependent improvement, or

ADE, which is basically vaccine-induced immune damage or SARS-CoV-2 infection that makes a person more prone to getting sick.

www.infowars.com/posts/Zrst-autopsy-of-covid-vaccinated-patient-found..
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Sue 275, There are false Eags around every corner.  Taking an holistic approach, such f.fs have a similar role to play

psychologically as the viruses do biologically, that is, to build up ones resistance to " hostile" energies, both physically and

spiritually. Sure a great reset is being planned but way beyond what the manipulators believe it to be. They are just dancing in  the

shadows.
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CourageousLion
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I can think of a few people, who are NOT going to get vaxxed and have some really bad machinery to back up their divergence.
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I would like to know if there are unvaxxed people who received blood transfusions who became sick with 'vaccine' reactions or

Covid symptoms. All these spikes that were supposed to stop producing probably never stopped and keep producing inside a new

body. I would rather hope for the best than get a transfusion.
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HandZsh, can you show us links? Very important information, thank you.
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It's best to pass along links even the truest believers would not dismiss out of hand on account of the source.   I'm an equal

opportunity skeptic, who just wants the facts; and the facts are damn hard to come by, what with so many people and entities with

entrenched positions and agendas.
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BigEetch, could you explain what this means?  "Sure a great reset is being planned but way beyond what the manipulators believe

it to be. They are just dancing in  the shadows."  Who are the manipulators and what do they believe.  What is creating the

shadows?  Just call me curious Otis.  Thanks
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I am so grateful for the above video with Dr. Mercola and Dr. Seneff, and Judy Mikovits, PhD.  Building up from the roots is exactly what

this girl needed to hear.  I have brought up Africa many times after Znding out they were using Ivermectin against malaria, and when you

look at Africa with ONE BILLION FORTY MILLION more people than American, but have yet to reach 200,000 deaths, you have to know

something is terribly wrong in the US and these  Dr's and PhDs cover it thoroughly! The type 1 interferon pathway is very scary to

understand - and the fact that it keeps going on after all the other has died down - but is this where Ivermectin can stand in and kill the

awoken viruses?

It's been YEARS since we've discussed GcMAF - I can't believe it's being brought up here also!  That's incredible - and obviously more

progress than "they" wanted us to have because otherwise Dr. Bradstreet would still be alive!  The last I watched on GcMAF was the video

of a couple hiding out because they were on the hit list for this knowledge also.   How can you be on a hit list for knowledge that brings

healing?  I would like to know more about Ampligen - www.verywellhealth.com/proZle-of-ampligen-for-chronic-fatigue-syndrom..  and the

results of the trials.

And as for DNA Methylation www.sciencedirect.com/.../dna-methylation  so how do we deal with this?

www.webmd.com/vitamins/ai/ingredientmono-859/dimethylglycine-dmg  (or tri) (I feel like so many questions are being answered right

now!) and glutathione (via NAC - which my health food store is the gov't is trying to take off the shelf????) It looks like problematic prion

protein is going to be something we have to deal with.  To look and see fact checkers not presenting it correctly - Thank you Dr. Seneff for

explaining it thoroughly.  Every year a booster?  They're pushing every 8m! We have work cut out for us, but this puts us leaps ahead with

some positive news, doesn't it?
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I can't help but think all those boosters will reveal the issues all the sooner.  I feel bad for the naive and deluded, and worse for

those who will lose their jobs or studies or submit in order to keep them, but we have to look out for ourselves Zrst.  It's most

important that enough of us stay the course until the pigeons come home to roost.  And come they shall.
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Trazy, you have a truly restless mind, eager to learn. A notable reference to the attacks on Natural Medicine and GcMAF. The

history of the suppression of medical science in the United States is long, Zlled with true accounts of pioneering doctors and

clinicians who were threatened, intimidated, and even killed to bury emerging cures and keep the "sick care" industry in check." The

American Medical Association, for example, has been found guilty by the US federal courts of a conspiracy to destroy the

chiropractic industry. www.yourmedicaldetective.com/.../237.cfm  

Rockefeller, with the Flexner Report that talks about the need to modernize and centralize our medical institutions. According to

this report, more than half of all medical schools were soon closed. They mocked and demonized homeopathy and natural

medicines; and even the doctors were jailed. The pharmaceutical industry now spends billions of dollars a year to inEuence law,

policy, and public perception, perpetuating the John D. Rockefeller way. Covid-19 cannot be completely solved with this system,

nor can any infectious disease be erased because the origins of this system are at the root of the problem. Three days before Dr.

Bradstreet was found dead in a river, the US government agents raided his research facility to seize an innovative cancer treatment

called GcMAF. Both the US and UK governments desperately seize the entire supply, shutting down clinics, even as millions die of

cancer every decade.
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A universal cancer cure would destroy the proZtability of the highly lucrative cancer industry and collapse the American Cancer

Society, hospitals, cancer clinics, and pharmaceutical companies that depend on chemotherapy revenues to remain proZtable. The

key to its proZtability is the inescapable fact that conventional cancer treatments just don't work most of the time, creating a

reliable proZt stream from repeat business of patients who are never cured by design. https://gcmaf.se/  ~

www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.gov.uk/government/news/regulator-warns-against-gcmaf-made-in-unlic..
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The COVID-19 Staff Testing of Antibody Responses Study (Co-Stars) prospectively recruited 3,679 healthcare workers to

comprehensively characterize the kinetics of the SARS-CoV-2 peak protein (S), the binding domain of SARS-CoV-2. receptor and

nucleoprotein (N) antibodies in parallel. The Co-Stars data presented here provide evidence for the long-term persistence of

neutralizing S antibodies. This has important implications for the duration of functional immunity after SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Rather, the rapid degradation of N antibodies should be considered in future seroprevalence studies and in public health

decision-making. This is the Zrst study to establish a mathematical framework capable of predicting long-term humoral dynamics

after SARS-CoV-2 infection. academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab607/6314536
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Methylation involves many functions in the body, including detoxiZcation, neurotransmitter synthesis, folate metabolism, hormonal

regulation, energy levels, and many other processes in the body. If you are not in good methylation, health problems arise. When

our DNA is not being translated correctly and we have developed errors in the enzymes that regulate methylation, we can develop

many diseases. This article is very complete: riordanclinic.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/HH_Nov2016_11-22.pdf  

The Dr. Amy Yasko Protocol has a customized program based on nutrigenomic test results as well as follow-up biochemical tests.

The Nutrigenomics test helps to understand why by pinpointing SNPs to perform certain health tasks. For example, there are two

common variants to the NTHFR gene: C677T with a bad copy means that its enzyme is working at 70% and two means that it is up

to 30%. This mutation has been associated with cardiovascular and psychiatric pathology and its impact is often evaluated by

screening for homocysteine. Variant A1298C is estimated to be 70% functional when both copies are mutated. This mutation has

been implicated in the production of neurotransmitters, and the breakdown of ammonia.

The two most effective biomarkers for methylation are all blood histamine, and absolute basophils. However, it is important to

note that although all histamine in the blood is an indicator of an inherent methylation tendency, it does not indicate the well-being

of a patient. These biomarkers help distinguish between patients who have "low" or "over" methylation tendencies. Dr. Albert

Mensah is a specialist in the treatment of biochemical imbalances including autism, behavior / learning disorders, eating

disorders, bipolar disorder, anxiety syndromes, childhood and adult schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease and Alzheimer's disease.

Parkinson.
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Mensahmedical.com uses a revolutionary method of treating patients with nutritional therapy, diet, genetic mutation and

methylation testing, paying close attention to metal toxicity and copper imbalances. This link informs you about the characteristics

associated with overmethylation and undermethylation to the common underlying cause of health conditions and how to address

them. Functioning methylation cycle is crucial to good health

www.kingswaycompounding.com.au/functioning-methylation-cycle-crucial-g..  Dr Richard H Stuckey. Targeted nutritional

treatment of metal illness www.biobalance.org.au/_downloads/targeted-nutritional-treatment-of-men..  

Dr. William Walsh, one of the leading experts on mutilation. He says: More than two-thirds of people diagnosed with a behavior or

mental disorder have a methylation imbalance. A person's methyl status was established during the Zrst few months of

development in utero and this condition tends to persist throughout life. Dr. Walsh has developed biochemical treatments for

patients diagnosed with conduct disorders, attention deZcit, autism, depression, anxiety, bipolar disorders, schizophrenia, and

Alzheimer's disease that are used by physicians around the world.

Undermethylators / high histamine / ”histadelia” = folate creates / aggravates symptoms by dropping synaptic serotonin.

Overmethylators or low folate / low histamine / ”histapenia” = here folate helps reduce symptoms by reducing increased synaptic

levels www.corebrainjournal.com/2016/06/025-methylation-insights-improve-trea..   Methylation and Epigenetics - William Walsh

PhD Podcast www.secondopinionphysician.com/methylation-and-epigenetics-william-wal..
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I have to agree Balhawk.  I'm done with the Zght part.  Listen up or go home!  People who got the vax in April are saying, "I'm Zne."  

You don't know you're Zne for 12-48 months and then 10 years ... But after listening to the above presentation, I'm quite convinced

Facui is a big fat liar and this goes past $$, Gates doesn't need more money - this is about depop.  It has too be.  On top of it,  too

many knowledgeable people, not just Seneff and Mikovits, are talking about these same issues. This video needs to go viral!
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Thank you Gui, this is a lot of information you provide.  I am going through reading the links.  Medical detectives is very interesting!

 but you're right, every last outlet down the line is full of corruption.  There's so much to learn, my mind keeps saying, "keep is

simple, keep to the basics Zrst .. hydrate, eat organic, exercise, get outside in sunshine, take supplements..." all ways to keep

health in mind Zrst.  Keep peaceful so your cortisol levels don't rise thereby dropping our immune systems.  Hard to do when

everything is running amok out there!
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Trazy, on Ampligen. Repurposed or repositioned medicines appear the best hope against long-COVID, a condition that still raises

many unanswered questions. The degree to which it stems from the psychological impact of having had COVID-19, compounded

by blockages related to the pandemic, social isolation and fear, "is a valid question that should be debated in good faith," says

Kartik Sehgal, a medical oncologist. at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in Boston and corresponding author of a long review on

COVID that recently appeared in Nature Medicine.

In this study, one of the drugs used was Rintatolimod, Ampligen's trademark was used for persistent Covid. Researchers at the

University of Oxford made international headlines with a report showing that one in three patients treated for COVID-19 in the

United States had anxiety and depression accounted for the majority of diagnoses, but stroke cases and dementia were also

signiZcantly higher among COVID-19 patients. A recent meta-analysis of 45 studies involving nearly 10, at least one persistent

symptom for at least 60 days after diagnosis or 30 days after recovery.

People who were initially hospitalized or seriously ill with COVID-19 are at the highest risk, and women are more likely than men.

Older people also tend to be more vulnerable, but prolonged COVID appears frequently in younger people. More information in the

link. www.nature.com/.../s41587-021-00984-7  (13 July 2021)
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For the video to "go viral" it needs to be placed on some other sites such as rumble where (at least for now) it may remaim

accessible for longer than this site is able to maintain its info online. Here's hoping that a few people have the capability to

download this and re-post it in different places.
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RED ALERT! The Governor of W Virginia has spoken on Zlm, saying that in the past eight weeks alone, there has been a 25% increase of

deaths ....among the (Coronavirus) double vaccinated people! www.bitchute.com/.../FZE9BmevVGA  Dr Mercola, Dr Seneff and Dr

Mikovitz, what can be done to mitigate the after-effects of the vaccine? Thank you. Vaccine vigils here for those injured or dead from

COVID vaccines: www.bitchute.com/search/?query=vaccine%20vigil%20&kind=video  EDIT: As possible remedy, I also read about

dandelion leaf extract going up against spike proteins. I no longer recall the site where I read this, but it was very science based and

quoting studies, backed by clinical experience. Check into this further with a good naturopathic physician.

Responding to comments previously, do not confuse tea with extract beneZts. Extracts are much more concentrated. There are plant oily,

water and alcohol-solvent constituents and essential oils, each different  from each other. Also, do not confuse dandelion leaf with

dandelion root, both also with very different beneZts. The root traditionally is associated with liver beneZts whereas the leaf is more

associated with kidney beneZts, albeit some to the liver as well. The leaf is a strong diuretic which contains potassium: Nature knows! We

excrete too much potassium with diuretics. So the dandelion leaf replaces some of that which is lost to excretion. However, if used for

periods of time, keep an eye on potassium levels by asking for testing, and supplement as needed. Always let your doctor know about

herbs/supplements you are taking to rule out any interactions if you are taking any mainstream prescription drugs. Some interactions can

be very beneZcial, others negative.
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-SURAMINE the antidote against the covid vaccine that is available to anyone. -Pine needle tea: possible antidote for spike protein

transmission. I have also been told about methylene blue ... Investigate (The links are originally in Spanish ...)

elarconte.tv/suramina-el-antidoto-contra-la-vacuna-del-covid-que-esta-..  ~

mms-seminar.com/es/te-de-agujas-de-pino-posible-antidoto-para-la-trans..
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Thank you Anmael! Reposting below in case the edit to my post above was not seen:  Vaccine vigils here for those injured or dead

from COVID vaccines www.bitchute.com/search/?query=vaccine%20vigil%20&kind=video
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According to eugenicists in the last 150 years, etched in stone in the Georgia Guidestones, only 500 million of humanity will be allowed to

survive, mostly as programmed drones and only as long as they are "useful" for the maniacs. Those sentenced to death will be eliminated

gradually and sporadically with various symptoms that seem to be unrelated. However, 5G allows for that sort of thing, and "COVID"

symptoms in Wuhan and in Northern Italy started right after the 5G installations as well as all over the world. At the same time, no virus

has ever been isolated... Only the symptoms are real.
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Maybe the eugenicists will not need 500,000 of us, maybe they will venture to live each one on his own in vast expanses of land, in

the company of robots, exactly like the hermaphrodite Solarian Sarton Bander the omnipotent freak in Asimov’s “Foundation &

Earth”. Truly that’s how I imagine these a$$holes.
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My husband got GBS from a Eu shot and was partially paralyzed for nearly a year. He still has nerve damage in his feet. I'm on

immunosuppressive drugs and am uncertain whether the vax will be detrimental for me. Neither of us is being vaxxed. We are

semi-retired and work from home, and have all we need delivered.

My son, however, also does not want the vax, believing it dangerous, but is being forced into it. We're in Ontario. He was told last week

that he either gets himself vaccinated or he'll lose his job. He has four children and a wife that doesn't work for medical reasons so is the

only provider. This is what citizens are being faced with here and because a newly-renamed version of the War Measures Act has been

invoked by Trudeau, the government can get away with this coercion. It's intolerable and it looks like Trudeau may lose the election

because of it. However, the opposition may uphold the mandate and people are terriZed for their livelihoods, losing their jobs and homes

but more terriZed of this experimental vaccine that doesn't work. Israel has about 95% of its population vaccinated but has the highest

rate per capita of hospitalizations for Covid. It's clearly not working and may be completely ineffective for the upcoming Mu variant. No

one is getting his life back despite 83% of Canada having at least one shot and 76 fully vaxxed. We still have to wear masks all day and

socially distance. Now vax passports are being implemented and my doctor has hinted - strongly - that she won't see me in person unless

I get the shot. Which is Zne with me; the only cold - severe - that I've had in over ten years I caught at her clinic.

This is a nightmare. We are stuck between Scylla and Charybdis. I fear for our people. Governments should be providing the therapeutics

they have for all those vulnerable instead of foolishly trying to vaccinate the world against a virus that mutates constantly as does its

sister corona viruses.
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The Eu shot has been containing graphene oxide since 2019... Even if one of you gets the Kill Shot, spike protein shedding will

probably take care of the rest as well... You must not breathe same same air with the vexxed (intentional misspelling) in a small

place (e.g. a bus) for more than 15 minutes and you must not touch them. Allegedly, they may not be that dangerous after three

months, but one never knows.
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My husband has Ivermectin which he takes prophylactically and has on hand if he ever gets infected. I have an organ transplant

and not sure of its safety for my circumstances but if I became infected and it looked like I couldn't Zght it off naturally, being

immunocompromised, I would also take it. We both take Vitamins C and D and Zinc daily
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Had your son tried for exemption? Medical(past bad outcome from vaccine) ? Religious?
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If he thinks he may have recovered, getting the T-Detect test may offer a possibility for a medical exemption based on proof of

immunity.  I was able to get my blood draw later the same day I ordered it, and had the results (positive!) 9 days thereafter.  Do an

internet search, you should be able to easily Znd it.
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angie, no. He's agnostic and in good health and business and government agencies are not all honouring exemptions. My husband,

who got GBS from a Eu shot and cannot take it won't get an exemption honoured at work. Other employees refuse to work with the

unvaxxed, exemptions notwithstanding.
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Ayrshire, if your son takes the shot, he will be debilitated and most likely die over the next 1-3 years. Would the family rather that

than allowing him to Znd another source of income?  I think not. If you watched the video above you’ll realize that terror about this

shot not working is a moot point. It does work—to cripple and kill. That’s all anyone needs to know. The choice belongs to each

individual. Stand up for your rights or succumb to the sociopaths and psychopaths plan and become even more of a slave than you

already are. If you live long enough. Blessings to you!
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Can your son work with you at home?  Perhaps help expand your home business?  Or perhaps get a work visa and seek work in a

relatively free US state such as S. Dakota, now that US immigration has loosened up?    I don't expect it will be very long before this

public health disaster becomes too obvious to deny.   I Zgure we have to ride out the storm for about a year or 2, max, the way

things are going with boosters and such.
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Thanks ayrshire for bringing up the situation here in Canada. The CBC news is obfuscating big-time. Like all 'mainstream' they are

hiding the facts about how early treatment would help to keep people out of hospitals. In Canada those are of course publicly

funded, so it's bad for the healthcare budgets to steer people only onto ventilators instead.  In the case of every other disease you

can think of, the mantra is to detect it early and treat it early. For this one, very anomalously, it's detect it early and don't treat it at

all unless and until it goes critical. That is a discrepancy that people should notice.

What is your reference (date, bill number?) for a re-named War Measures Act? (Apparently that's a reference to Pierre's way of

de-fusing the FLQ at an early stage. They were engaging in acts of violence, such as planting bombs and kidnapping prominent

people; the War Measures Act did stop that and pushed Quebec separatism into the political process instead.) If anyone other than

Justin gets elected, even if that party wants to protect freedom of choice, the WHO treaty requires obedience and things will get

very thorny for that new PM.
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As I read this article, some extremely glaring facts began racing through my mind. The concrete facts regarding a "0" liability and the Prep
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Act modiZed to include hospitals under a near identical umbrella for injury or death as recently as 2014 (thus includes any AEU of Vaxx

programs). But the fact that with a no liability protection at point of inoculation and the needle withdrawn comes all my valid concerns.

Production of Vaxx exacting protocols/storage/timing from large batch to glass vile administering vials on authorized use sites and

locations. What if each "Batch" is manufactured in large proportions? What if all these dozens of microscopic particles that are

suspended in a liquid slurry become non-uniform from each items chemical substrate make up? What if these particles during such a

liquid suspensions are allowed to separate by the shear fact that some will be heavier than others and sink, while some lighter and can

Eoat in such a slurry? Quality control is not warranted nor of greatest concerns when no one can be proven liable for batch chemical

storage determination and deterioration of interactions of these particulates.

What if every vial has an inconsistency from an original standard set at the factory? What if any of this dozens of ingredients have been or

interact by degradation while in storage timelines and more toxic? What if at the time of that actual JAB, a shake before using act was not

in effect and some of the more toxic element particles had been allowed to enter the cardio vascular highway unimpeded to be allowed

the pathways of immediate confusion to your own immunity system as it is under siege and highjacked beyond capacity? That is maybe a

reason why many react so rapidly and succumbs to reactions of those actions we have witnessed as proof of toxic shocking. My point is

there is little to keep them from absolute uniformity during the brewing and storage process. Not while under AEU protections and Media

cover ups.  Thus POSSIBLE
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Label should read, shake before using
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Something this deadly and rare and all we have to do is follow a healthy eating menu, keep our Vit. D high, and time restricting our meals,

lots of organic foods and we should be ok???  Seems really simple.
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Even the CDC's website states that in many cases, this Eu can be mild (and let's not forget Fauci's invocation of asymptomatic

carriers), and that it is people with medical vulnerabilities who develop severe or deadly disease. The media has focused its tunnel

vision on the worst case scenarios, scaring everybody and representing it as "Fact" That this disease is always so deadly. It can be

deadly, but the "always" part of this equation is, according to my best understanding from the CDC, Dr Mercola, and multiples of

world ranking doctors....just not the truth. It's a cognitive distortion, spun up with one purpose: To sell vaccines. And another

purpose: To control us all through fear so BigPharma can beneZt massively. My two cents. I am not a doctor, and write this based

on my best understanding (Which I do believe is accurate).
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Wish it were so. Staying healthy in this world has become like dodging landmines. It takes an enormous amount of time, planning

and money. Graphene oxide is in the air from chemtrails, in the water, in foods. Glyphosate is in the air, water, foods. Even organic

foods do not have the mineralization we need to stay healthy. We have to take the right supplements to boost health and to

constantly detox our bodies. We have to detach and free ourselves from stress. We have to dodge our vaccinated friends and

family. It’s never ending and really not so simple.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is easily the most informative piece of information I've read about the scam in the last 18 months.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/  mRNA injections are nearly 40 years old; it would be hard

to call them "experimental"! The Vaxxinators know EXACTLY what to expect. Do you? Only certain, carefully-distributed batches contain

the bioweapon: VAERS reports of deaths/injuries are usually linked to speciZc batches. Later on, other areas will be covered by the

bioweapon-containing batches.

ALL "vaccines" contain graphene oxide, which in itself makes people easy to track and the masses can be forced into certain moods

through 5G and military-grade radars. Of course, the muzzle and the fraudulent tests also contain graphene oxide. And don’t forget about

chemtrails. Those, who accepted a "test," provided a genetic sample, or even had a blood test, have given away their DNA and as such,

can be prepared for being targeted in person through 5G or 6G; the Russians had the technology already in 1971. The perpetrators can

make you hear voices, obey commands, unless you want to feel excruciating pain, make you sick, or just drop you dead.

Being prepared is the only "positive" thing one can do. And relying on miracle cures for a military-grade bioweapon attack doesn't fare

well. However, bioweapons, in my estimate, usually taper off after about three months, which is another reason why they need to be

re-administers in "booster shots." "Booster shots" are also necessary, because only a fraction of the injections contain the genocidal

poisons.
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Simultaneous worldwide roll out of the magnetic jab and 5G is not coincidental.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-06-samples-wuhan-covid-patients-gmo-viruse..  Early samples collected from Wuhan covid patients

show GMO viruses were sent from Canadian lab. Monday, September 06, 2021 by: Ethan Huff - This government with PM Justin Trudeau

has to change.  This is criminal behaviour and we were not informed.  This lab in Winnipeg must be closed and stopped operating.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM
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This lab in Winnipeg must be closed and stopped operating. Same goes for Trudeau!
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ThommyTwoHeads
Joined On 2/4/2021 10:42:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

> steve49car: "end all legal protections for ANY industry ... not just pharma ...and aim the law at the directors etc ...NOT the

shareholders!" Hold the Directors, Who direct the company for the majority stockholders, liable for any evil the company does, BUT NOT

THE OWNERS??? What you're basically saying is Punish and make the directors of Gates Inc stop doing evil by eliminating them from

Gates Inc... then Gates Inc Owners hire a new set of directors who continue the Evil only better cause they won't make the same mistakes

the old punished ones made...

The only permaZx against evil entities is to eliminate the Limited Liability concept altogether. If an evil individual can't concoct some

crippling killing crap and inject it into the entire population without total liability for damages, then a whole bunch of evil individuals

should not be able to buy ownership in an Evil Corporation (Gates Inc) and avoid Liability as well as make a proZt from those same

dastardly actions. This should've been argued when they made a corporation into 'a Person without the liabilities of a Person' who can

buy whatever government will best facilitate the Evil  Corporation Person's Evil Agenda of its Evil Person Person Owners...
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Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good idea but no thanks to Reagan for signing into law in 1986, the protection for big pharma (pharmakia, ie, sorcery, witchcraft in

the Bible)....so I don't see any reversing of that taking place....Reagan also implemented 'Gorbachev's communistic directives for

all US schools in the 80's
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I see that some of Dr. Mercola's articles have been reposted online and remain available.  You can Znd them on youtube.  Thanks to

whoever is doing this and preserving them.  Might more people do this?
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CABAL has everyone believing covid is a new virus (just the Eu) and dreading the (phantom?) spike protein. What if the attack is

GRAPHENE OXIDE introduced into the body via SWAB, MASK and JAB? So, the more you SWAB, MASK and JAB the worse it gets, which

is why they want to SWAB, MASK and JAB you constantly! LOOK the DELTA is in the AIR! While GRAPHENE OXIDE is in your SWAB, MASK

and JAB!
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Robert Malone• Inventor of mRNA vaccines and DNA vaccines; world-wide expert in RNA technologies RW Malone MD, LLC: Consultancy

and Analytics in the Bio-sector • 2d • Coronaviruses and other single stranded RNA viruses are classiZed as positive or negative stranded

depending on the polarity of the RNA. One can think of RNA polarity as sort of like reading a sentence from left to right (positive polarity)

or right to left (negative polarity). The machinery in cells that makes proteins from RNA reads the RNA (message) from left to right.

So, getting really technical, coronaviruses are a type of positive-polarity single-stranded enveloped RNA virus, which is to say that virus

proteins can be produced directly from the RNA genome by reading it from left to right. The RNA does not have to go through another

round of replication (as is required for negative-polarity RNA viral genomes) to get back to a form that can be read from left to right to

produce proteins after infecting a cell. At a practical level, this also means that the RNA genome of a coronavirus can be infectious; the

RNA alone, if transferred into a cell, can cause that cell to produce complete and infectious new coronaviruses. This is why mRNA

vaccines only use a fragment of the mRNA genome, so that the mRNA can not reproduce virus.

Using RNA as the genetic material is very encient (a single strand is easier and cheaper to make than two!), but it is also very likely to

develop errors during replication relative to using double stranded DNA (like human beings use). Among other problems with this viral

strategy is that this means that viruses that use RNA often mutate very fast. Good thing that human beings use DNA to store their genetic

information! RNA viruses make this high mutation rate work for them. The high mutation rate of RNA viruses is one reason why it is

dincult to make effective vaccines against many of these types of viruses. Positive-sense RNA viruses account for a large...
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www.lgbtqnation.com/2021/08/moderna-starts-human-trials-revolutionary-..  ~

nypost.com/2020/10/20/some-covid-19-vaccines-could-increase-hiv-risk-r..  ~

metro.co.uk/2020/12/11/covid-vaccine-trial-cancelled-after-some-people..
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Thank you Eynngrrdyahoo.co.uk, it is evidence that mRNA vaccines may be the true epidemic for humanity, a mass genocide.

These are experiments on people, such as guinea pigs, such as the HIV vaccine link information. Dr. Bhakdi is one of the most

cited research scientists in German history, a former professor at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz and director of the

Institute for Microbiology and Medical Hygiene, with a background in vaccines: “It is our duty to aggressively inform people about

the dangers to which they are putting themselves and their loved ones by this' vaccination. "Gene-based vaccines are an absolute

danger to humanity and their use today violates the Nuremberg Codex, for so all those who are propagating its use must appear in

court."

Dr. Joseph Mercola: “Bhakdi has worked on vaccine development and says he is“ deZnitely pro-vax with regard to vaccines that

work and are meaningful.” Much of his research focused on what is called complement system. When activated, the complement

system ends up working in such a way that it destroys rather than helps your cells. COVID injections are in your bloodstream for at

least a week and will leak to any organ. And when Those organ cells begin to produce the spike protein on their own, the killer

lymphocytes will also seek out and destroy them in that organ, creating further damage and subsequent clotting. What we are

witnessing is one of the most fascinating experiments that could lead to a massive autoimmune disease. God knows when it will

happen. And what this will lead to, God knows. "In an interview Bhakdi said: the COVID-19 vaccine is 'downright dangerous' and will

send you 'to your doom. www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/12/rekieved_scientist_tells_laura_in..
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Many scientists and doctors have been targeted and silenced by the Biden administration, who have opposed the CDC and WHO

narratives from the start. Doctors and scientists other than Fauci and they have been sounding various alarms for eighteen months

and in Dr. Mercola and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. we have two great representatives of the science of truth. The "fact-checkers" are not

medical professionals, they have been ordered to bury available opinions and conclusions that differ from the possibly dangerous

and erroneous "guidance" of the Biden administration.

www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/08/vaccines_what_if_all_the_silenced..
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BUR8358
Joined On 4/9/2015 11:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you PLEASE 

🙏

 save this video to Rumble or someplace safe so we can watch it again and again. Thank you Dr Mercola, Dr Mikovitz

and Dr Seneff 

❤

  God Bless you all!
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This might be a crazy idea that I've been thinking about for a while now. But maybe everyone that doesn't want to be vaccinated is going

to have to chip in to buy an island somewhere and make our own unvaccinated country? I know it sounds crazy but technically it's

possible. What else are we going to do if they shut down society for the unvaccinated?
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I'm in.
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Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All we need is our own currency! :D In this world or the next!
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Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in but HOW are we going to get there?!.........
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I know this sounds crazy. First you would have to purchase the island. Then you would have to purchase a cruise ship to take

people there. There are thousands of islands in the PaciZc Ocean that are uninhabited. By the way this was just a thought... just a

fantasy... I'm not saying that it's really possible.
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I like this idea a lot!
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Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrcursn - I've been thinking about the same thing, we of like-minds need to come up with a solution for ourselves or be prepared to

die.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve stated this before!!  Let’s go!
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Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would not talk about buying, precisely. It is the aggressor, the one who must go, in any case. Or are we thinking of the exile of the

outcasts for those who carry all the reason and the right? States compliant with the NWO should compensate those who do not

accept to be vaccinated, precisely because of the abuse they have been subjected to with their servile policies to the Power. The

vaccinated should stay away from healthy people who enjoy their natural immunity as they have been shown to pollute wherever

they pass. In turn, the States should also compensate them because they have frightened them to use them as guinea pigs and

cause their death and future degradation of their people and descendants. I would not expect them to close society to the

unvaccinated, because I choose not to frequent the decaying society. I would go earlier, where there was no contamination of any

kind, or the presence of globalists. You have to make lists ... sign up!
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@anmael, If they're gonna cut us off from food clothing and shelter then we better have something Zgured out. I lost my job

because of this. Maybe I'll build that log cabin in the wilderness that I always dreamt of ... but in the meantime what can you do? Or

maybe there's a country in the world where it would be safe to not be vaccinated ....but apparently the whole world is involved in

this insane thing. Or maybe I could live with the pygmies? I heard their pretty nice folks.
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Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder what the Amish are going to do
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lorac321
Joined On 10/16/2016 7:24:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We ALL so need this type of information!  Nothing is sugar coated, you get what you get!  Thank you so much for all that you are

continuing to provide the support we ALL SO NEED.  There are TWO sets of information being presented.  The media, WHO CDC Fauci all

continuing to push this nightmare, and the lies, the brainwashing, the side effects, deaths, all continue to be pushed making those of us

who have the REAL Info.  5,000 deaths!!!  No one is allowing this to be printed.  People all are believing that is those of us who refuse to

take the jab are the Super Spreaders, according to the media!!!!

 I have a handful of people that I can talk to. My family, friends, all took the shots, the division and the repeat of the propaganda of the

Nazi's towards the Jews has taken over our lives.  Not only do we have to insure our physical health, keeping our immune system healthy,

we are doing Double Duty dealing with the numerous emotional, mental health issues this nightmare is producing.
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Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading articles like this over time has given me the picture of increasing massive toxifying of the human body.  But more so, is that

where we may have begun by questioning the illness itself, the manipulated data of cases and use of a PCT test to create false postives

and hysteria in the public, we are now reading more and more of the scientists and medical people who have the courage to speak out on

the known dangers of these mandates gene therapy drugs.  Calling them that last year brought the wrath of people co-dependent on the

medical industry and the mass media down on you. Bringing up the political/economic structures that were creating and promoting this

co-dependency with the concommitant lockdowns and destruction of our local economies and livelihoods brought even more hysterical

accusations of 'conspiracy theories' and deeper defense of a system that has nothing to do with real health or investigation into the

situation.  

However, we see ever more clearly that this was all part of a great design as spelled out in the Great Reset program.  Now we are being

invited into the very core science of these toxic drugs which takes us deeper and deeper into the true conspiratorial nature of this disease

and its real purposes.    First, I think it critical that we keep in mind this historic trajectory of corporate/government policies and their

consequences.  And second, we need to keep clear we are in the midst of a true Zght for our very lives and particularly those of our

children and grandchildren.  The interview with Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi clearly ends with his fear for humanity which is exactly where we, or at

least some of us, began.  So the big question is what do we do with all this information?  Not just how we individualistically protect

ourselves, but being part of a bigger realityu, our society/culture, how do we defend our collective selves from such destruction?  Lacking

a focus for action is what keeps me sleepless at night these days.
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Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good morning family!  I received 4 emails yesterday from here!  I hope to hear from more of you!  CatEarthAngel@protonmail.com I

showed one how to sprout using mason jars on the counter top!  Love to hear from you guys!  The links that you guys put on here have

helped many of my friends and audience!  I do talk from my shows about health (Not the shots though), and have to be careful what I say!

One thing that I’ve touted since 2007 is Oil of oregano, and that has helped so many people!
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would love to hear about using oil of oregano.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cat 6071, I too would love to know more about the beneZts of Oil of Oregano - and how you use it. Thank you
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

she keeps talking about hiv which has never been proved to exist.  Other than that it's interesting. She should address that, because I'm

tempted to dismiss other things because of this inconsistency with truth.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As for HIV, as with CV, only the symptoms existed, mostly caused by the "cure." It's quite normal, "business as usual" to cause the

symptoms that the same party can treat later. Think about the War on Drugs, the War on Terror, and now, the war on a "pandemic."
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Elleanee
Joined On 11/12/2008 5:55:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Throwing out the baby with the bathwater is your choice. Not a very smart one!
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depadoo
Joined On 4/24/2009 8:11:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once everyone git jabbed I noticed I was having bloody noses all the time. Just getting out of hospital with less than 30 minutes of

human contact none. Could this be a side effect of shedding from jabbed people
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could be,  depadoo,  Seneff and Nigh, warn: “There is suncient reason to suspect that antibodies against the spike protein will

contribute to ADE caused by a previous SARS-CoV-2 infection or vaccination, which can manifest as acute or chronic autoimmune

and inEammatory diseases.” There is also evidence to suggest that vaccinated people are shedding these spike proteins onto

others, resulting in the spread of prions and neurodegenerative diseases. "They are using the term 'vaccine' to sneak this thing

under public health exemptions. This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed

to stimulate the human cell into becoming a pathogen creator."

humansarefree.com/2021/08/mrna-vaccine-may-cause-tragic-catastrophic-s..  and

www.lifesitenews.com/news/death-rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-time..
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have had 5 experiences from shedders. All skin on skin contact though.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 10:34:47 AM
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

depadoo - same thing has happened to me at work. Only a handful of our employees got the jab (half of them recovered from

Covid, sad they still got jabbed) every time one of those employees were in my once within 20-30 minutes my nose would start

bleeding.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New York Vigil For Covid Vaccine Victims:  twitter.com/.../1434983097888477189
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mspaff
Joined On 9/18/2017 4:52:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I've heard something about vaxed folks not being able to give blood for C-19 therapy? Another big question and a thought after

listening to the interviews, is what about being an organ doaner for transplants? Being a "non-injected" do I want an organ that might be

loaded with bad stuff?
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lyn7020
Joined On 10/17/2012 2:51:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This society has now become divided-the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. Many of freedoms of the later have been taken away, and

there seems to be no end in sight. In Israel, green passes need to be renewed every six months after a third or booster shot. If I wasn't

living this I would not believe it.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We'll at last see real progress in vaccination when it is universally recognized that, at best, vaccination offers a trade-off of a lesser risk of

a certain disease for a greater risk of many other maladies, mostly of a chronic nature. I couldn't Znd the following quote in the very long

Nature Reviews article.  Where exactly is it?   "The spike protein is the toxic part of the virus responsible for the most unique effects of

the virus, such as the blood clotting disorders, neurological problems and heart damage. To expect the COVID shot to not produce these

kinds of effects would be rather naïve."
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Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is an article about a study done at the Salk Institute that shows the damage produced from the spike protein

covidcalltohumanity.org/2021/06/10/salk-institute-the-spike-protein-da..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Are there any references to this and the very presence of spike proteins from the jab in the long term that would be convincing to

believers in the jabs?
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been packing the college football stadiums this weekend..no masks, no social distancing, just a bunch of rowdy folks having a

pre pandemic great time...good news, or not? I think that is an example of the real America..maybe there are more of us then we think.
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balhawk
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Yes, and where are the massive deaths and overcrowded emergency rooms in college towns in the midst of this "pandemic"?
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS IS REALLY A TRAGEDY - JUDY IS SAYING IMPORTANT THINGS AND 99% OF THE AUDIENCE INCLUDING ME CAN'T UNDERSTAND

WHAT IT MEANS, AND THEREFORE CAN'T UNDERSTAND "SO WHAT'
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someday it should be understood (and accepted!) That videos must be offered with well-made subtitles in all possible

languages.English only?! The world does not speak only English ... and not being able to access the content of a video like this is

tragic, in the conditions of what is being lived, as you well point out, michael2020
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MoMac46
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Michael 2020, I don't have any medical background. I was a graphic artist, now retired. I don't understand lots of the medical terms.

I can follow the importance of what may be the illnesses in the future, and the dangers of the shots. I am grateful to Dr Mercola for

having this interview with J.Mikovitz and S.Seneff who are experts in their professions. I also learn a lot from Dr. Mercola's articles

and all the knowledgeable posters on this site for which I am exceedingly grateful.
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM
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This horrible situation we're now in where the majority of the population is convinced that liberty is dependent upon this ironic

enslavement to the medical/pharmaceutical establishment will be hard to get out of IMO.  I think there is hope for us to back out early, but

it depends upon the Rich and Powerful being able to listen to voices of reason and true wisdom.  I think that might be unlikely since the

Rich and Powerful have made it clear that overpopulation is the number one threat.  They also Znd it in their best interest to manufacture

as much political polarization as possible as evidenced by recent developments in the Supreme Court and the criminalization of abortion

in Texas.  

Yes, we do have serious challenges.  Climate change is a real problem.  So is racial injustice.  Women's rights and so on.  But using these

problems to just manufacture more political polarization is not the way to go about solving them.  Solving serious problems like these will

take people being able to pull together, setting differences aside and encouraging sincere dialogue.
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No, there is no man-made CO2 climate change problem, racial justice problem, or women's rights problem. All manufactured BS for

the Left to grab onto for an emotional Zx, and ignore why they are just more polarization issues without substance. Wasting a lot of

energy to "pull together" on them is exactly what is happening. And to expect a sincere dialogue with those who have bought into

this is impossible, since they are completely indoctrinated with fake "facts" from Fake Media. 100% wrong but completely

closed-minded. They throw a tantrum and walk away the second they hear opposition. The governments control the weather, have

for a long time. They also collect the phony data on temperature. Gee, nothing to see here, folks. I won't start on the other faux

issues.
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How many deaths and severe side effects would it take for them to come clean and stop this vaccine? A million? Ten million? More? [I'd

like to think that, not only would they come clean about the vaccine, they'd also come clean about all the data manipulation to exaggerate

the pandemic, inEate unvaccinated cases and hospitalizations, and reduce  reporting of vaccinated cases/hospitalizations/deaths. But,

that will never happen.]
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rEagg249 important question/statement, thank you! I am very sorry to say this, and it gives me  absolutely NO joy at all, but given

the true fact that deaths are swept under the rug, injuries under-stated, medical maiming discounted,  "There is no clear

connection to the vaccine" invoked ongoing, I have to say something very criminal is afoot. I don't think we can count on the FDA,

CDC, WHO  and BigPharma to stop this evil crime ring unless and until someone sues like hell. And there must be clever ways for

lawyers to get around the so-called "legal" (it's not legal, it's unconstitutional gagging of free speech) "immunity" to lawsuits.

SO? Prosecute instead! And how about suing others down the line? Like employers, schools, governors, etc. There are MANY

lawsuits now and RFK has been reporting about a number of them which have actually resulted in change! Even one governor back

peddled and reversed some of the mandates! ( I think this was concerning masks, not vaccines, but it still was a win in court).

Oregon police are now suing the governor because of vaccine mandates! I think this is the solution and the only way at this point,

to effect change. Well deserved! Given the side effects, deaths swept under the rug, etc.....Violent Crime! It has to be stopped.
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legendlina
Joined On 2/5/2011 11:15:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep praying that all this evidence will somehow stop this inoculation program…. I lose my job in dentistry of over 20 years come

September 30, because They’ll have my head before I submit to the death jab!
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scintilla1
Joined On 2/8/2008 4:50:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To rEagg & Mirandola: The deaths posted to oncial databases such as the European adverse events site are not being reported in

media. This is like the saying "if a tree falls in the forest did anybody hear?" Not unless either a person witnessed this and not

unless it's reported. The mass media owners and big-tech companies de-platform dissidents in order to prevent the public from

questioning. It seems pointless for people to hold street demonstrations against politicians when those oncials (elected or

otherwise) are not free to hold onto their own views.

We saw the Ontario Premier Doug Ford capitulate recently to the pressures from the journalists to give in to vaccine ID required for

access to non-essential venues (bars, gyms, sports events, etc.). When he had spoken previously about people having the right to

choose, the resonance in his voice indicated he was stating a deeply-held belief. And when he announced the new restrictions, it

was 'folks you know I did not want this'.

Can media owners be charged with aiding and abetting the giant Nuermberg Code violation (coercing people into submitting to

this worldwide experiment)? The central perpetrators are in CDC and those who are connected with that military organization.

Certainly people need to confront journalist and pundits for their constant promotion especially when contradictions are evident

and can be proven.
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MollyMalone
Joined On 2/27/2011 2:12:09 AM
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Good article by Dr. Igor Shepherd. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/    First paragraph: "My

seven-year medical studies in the Soviet Army under the Strategic Rocket Force sector included large WMD-oriented military Zeld

exercises. I learned tactics of global warfare, including weapons of mass destruction and their effects on populations and enemy forces.

The Soviet Army had a powerful biological defense system, and to be a successful military medical doctor I was required to know more

than traditional medicine—I had to stay abrupt on the combat of “silent weaponry,” because this type of covert biowarfare was crucial in

extermination of enemies (peoples of western free nations) and globalizing communism."
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MaryAnnH_203
Joined On 8/9/2008 3:03:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I have missed you! After your Aug. 4 article about removing content, all your emails mysteriously started being sent to my

spam folder. It only took me a month To Zgure it out. :-)
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SadieKay
Joined On 8/1/2016 1:46:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Thank you for hosting Dr. Stephanie Seneff and Dr. Judy Mikovitz! I learn so much from both of these amazing professional

women. Their truths are so valuable for the situation we've been facing these past months.
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Jethro3
Joined On 7/18/2010 7:58:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.spirit.kauwila.net/wordpress_kauilapele_POST_210101/Declaration-of..
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well I have to say that these two amazing women have totally lost me on the detail, but they certainly seem to know exactly what they're

talking about and I'd love to see them argue the toss with the so called "experts" who are saying the vaccines are totally safe and well

worth the cost beneZt for almost all of us!
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puppylove
Joined On 8/21/2007 6:31:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone here seem the article about OSHA suspending their requirement that employers report adverse effects of their employees

from the Covid Vaccination?  I double checked on OSHA's website and it's true!  They are encouraging employers not to report to

encourage vaccination.  So that's one proof positive of corruption of data and outright lies.  Yet it goes largely unreported.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/public-health-ontario-youth-hospit..  100+ Ontario Youth Sent to Hospital for Vaccine-Related Heart

Problems, Report Shows. According to a report released last week by Public Health Ontario, as of August 7, there are 106 incidents of

post-vaccine myocarditis and pericarditis in people under the age of 25 in Ontario. By Megan Redshaw. Here's more manipulation

described:   principia-scientiZc.com/covid-medication-not-the-virus-triggers-250-p..  COVID Medication, Not The Virus, Triggers 250

Percent Death Rare Spurt - Published on September 7, 2021 - Written by Lindie Naughton.
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t the ordinary Flu shots also lead to herpes & Shingles?
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RoV2021
Joined On 5/23/2021 12:14:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is excellent! We need an ACTION PLAN to stop this before anymore people are sick or dead !!!  Thank you Dr. Mercola, you are the

best!
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrealrose, wonderful link from the 6th you posted interview of Dr. David Martin. Fantastic, a little over my intelligence level in some parts

but worth everyone watching. It's long but he's very easy to listen to. The host also has survivalist book free to download.
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lindatkd
Joined On 4/2/2011 7:11:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, this was dynamite! What an unstoppable combination between Stephanie Seneff and Judy Mikovits.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Hey, any truth to the rumor that Antimony has applied to correct his spelling of Pfauci? As an aside, a quote from EPA.GOV: "How does

Antimony affect the body? Acute (short-term) exposure to antimony by inhalation in humans results in effects on the skin and eyes.

Respiratory effects, such as inEammation of the lungs, chronic bronchitis, and chronic emphysema, are the primary effects noted from

chronic (long-term) exposure to antimony in humans via inhalation."
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PIDE DIFUSION - 2021-09-07 - Do not Submit. Unite. Resist the bioweapon, survive medical apartheid, hunt the predators. Thank you for

receiving this most important report. Together, we are entering the next phase in our world wide operations to defeat the criminal covid

enterprise, liberate ourselves, and restore a just and fair world. The global predators and all their minions have worked hard to isolate and

divide us. Now, they are imposing medical apartheid: "vaccine" passports.

Though the victims of the brainwashing and bioweapons are many, there are millions in Canada, and billions around the world who

continue to resist them. It is time for us to unite like never before. We must help each other survive, and we must hunt the global

predators like Gates, Fauci and their minions. We will end this apartheid, and restore human rights and dignity. Find comfort and feel

emboldened, because there is much that is very good happening behind the scenes. Scientists, doctors, lawyers, activists and real

journalists are working harder and smarter. We all have an important role to play, and a plan to survive. Please don't miss this very

important message. Spread it far and wide: drtrozzi.com/.../do-not-submit-unite  Blessings, -The Trozzi Team
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of us Mercola subscribers have done our research & have come to the same conclusion about the vaccine: it’s dangerous & we

value our health too much to put it at risk. The bright minds at the drug manufacturers thought they had invented the magic bullet against

SARS-CoV-2:” let’s use MNra to replicate just part of the coronavirus,  namely the spike protein.” I would imagine they’ve caught on now

(the holy *** moment) that they chose a menacing protein to reproduce. The only trouble now is that you can’t put the genie back in the

bottle. It’s not going to be easy to ride out the vaccine madness. We’re being called threats to society, conspiracy theorists, wrong, callous

& unpatriotic.

Here’s the bad news: it took 5 years before a couple of doctors discovered that thalidomide was causing birth defects; the tobacco

industry fought tooth & nail to keep its carcinogenic cocktail secret; the gasoline companies would never have voluntarily removed lead

from gasoline; Pediatric Dr. Mona Hana-Attisha was viliZed & threatened when she Zrst reported lead in the drinking water in Flint, Mich.

 Through the courageous stance & persistence of doctors like Mercola, Seneff, McCullough, Zelenko,  Mitcovits,  Fleming, Cole & others,

the truth about the ill effects of the vaccine will come to light in spite of the censorship.

To those on this forum who think the virus is a hoax or not real, the entire genome of SARS-COV-2 has been sequenced.

news.mit.edu/.../map-sars-cov-2-genome-0511  To Ayrshire: I thought Canada was less rabid about the vaccine than the U.S. I guess not.

I know the agony your son must feel in choosing the vaccine or his job. You know the dangers of MNra. J&J uses an adenovector, not

MNra. It has caused health issues too. I think Novavax has, or is coming out, with a traditional vaccine. It’s a horrible choice. P.S. it is

amazing to read comments on this site from all over the world, including Tasmania.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My son is being forced into taking the shot for his job and we are in Ontario, Canada

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 1:24:36 PM
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A computer generated virus?  Yea... that’s good.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 2:02:39 PM
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe as many people are taking the shots or wearing masks as is told us. I see at all the games on TV the fans all bunched

together and none wearing masks. Bet most do not have the shots either.  Maybe telling us how many have taken these shots are made

up numbers hoping they will cause us to follow the crowd.  If we don't believe the folks about all the other facts given us, why pay any

attention to the numbers?  I think of all the experts pushing this stuff and how they really don't know how to do anything. They are

helpless in growing and producing food, Zxing their AC or leaky faucet, etc so they need us more than they think.

Suggestion: go to your local farmers market for your food, most are outdoors and its better fresh food of all kinds.  Also you will enjoy the

shopping and folks selling their products  (meats, produce, honey, etc) that really like to tell you all about how they grow or process it to

be more healthy.  Never seen one requiring a mask or asking about a shot!!!  Lighten up, enjoy life, this will be over sooner than you think.

Rebellion is coming!
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jml777
Joined On 7/4/2021 5:57:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ivermectin is a potent antiviral. I wonder whether it can be used to knock out these latent viruses that express - almost like an immune

booster or crutch for those who have been damaged by the shots...and whether it could kill latent viruses in everyone. If so, it could be

taken like a supplement. Just another part of your health routine.
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you know avenue to get this, please share.  I'm running into dead ends

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 11:57:59 AM
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SO YOUR NOT DEAD YET? WELL YOU NEED A BOOSTER.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 10:43:54 AM
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The dead that you kill / are in good health."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 2:29:13 PM
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What we are seeing is biological warfare on a world wide stage. Crossing the line and mandating experimental injections is against

international law. None of the injections being used are approved. The approved injection is not out there yet. Meantime the experimental

variety is being subbed for the approved one. The key word here is "mandating" and that is where it being voluntary comes in. Forcing

experimental injections on anyone in or out of industry is basically illegal and any such orders from any government leads to civil suits

and possible criminal court cases. Forcing it on the military is also not legal if it is experimental. So trying do so will lead to massive

resignations of oncers. It will also lead to anyone at the end of their term of services deciding to not re-enlist.

The key word there is "experimental" and the approved FDA variety is not available yet.  All the King's horses and all the King's men,

cannot put Humpty Dumpty back together again. In this particular situation, that means illegal commands lead to impeachment.

President Reagan had a legitimate defense when he claimed he did not remember. Perhaps this President will also use the same defense.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 10:08:29 AM
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mRNA shots were Zrst developed in the Soviet Union in the early 1980s, so they are hardly "experimental." Moreover, it seems all

"vaccines" have caused more damage than good, so mandating any of them is a personal attack on your life...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 10:59:12 AM
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of the vaccine is graphene oxide though...............well over 90%

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 9:53:31 AM
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of them contain three poisons, including graphene oxide that acts as a receiver and a tracker through 5G. mRNA rewrites your

DNA and kills you sooner or later. In the meanwhile, it makes you sick...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 11:00:43 AM
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phoenix999
Joined On 5/5/2016 5:32:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There MUST be a group of scientists somewhere doing animal experiments, which were supposed to have been done at the beginning . . .

so that we can Znally stop guessing and observe directly what these products do in vivo.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

phoenix999 - several years ago experiments for covid vax were done on animals. Once vaxed those same animals were exposed to

the virus they were vaxed for every single animal died. Which is reason I will never get this so called vaccine. There is absolutely

no way possible this was created in 'warp speed' and done correctly. And no, I don't have references to back this up, those studies

might still be online but I doubt it. I wish I had kept those articles.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The pipeline of ongoing proZts for big Pharma thru massive spikes in ongoing soon to be sickly individuals is and always has been a

underlying intention with whu-Eu era. Massive proZts up front on the injections and massive assured ongoing proZts treating all the sickly

who will be wondering why all this happened for years and years. The perps know people have a short memory so when an auto immune

issue surfaces 12, 24 etc., months from now they will never think it's tied to the injections and perps know it and have expensive medicine

already waiting to treat the new sickly and so it goes...
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Genocide in the works... Crimes against humanity.  Somebody stop this mad action against life and God.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a laugh sometimes even when there is so much danger all around.  This is from OffGuardian:

off-guardian.org/2021/09/06/17-covid-skeptic-memes-to-get-you-through-..
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Abra-ca-jab-ra?   yep..thanks...very cute!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 12:37:16 PM
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please consider the simple fact that all matter suspended in a liquidlike slurry will in a short matter of time become separated from the

original shaken state. Once these particles choose to rise or fall during this time period, you cannot call this a viable product for use any

longer. It has become a conglomerate of unconnected particulates that has lost it's value and purpose. Think of a can of paint or just

about many things sitting in your fridge or on a shelf.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 8:55:22 AM
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love watching this video presentation.  Dr.s Judy and Stephane are two of my favorite scientists of all time.  They prove that real science

is about truth and integrity no matter what.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Judy is one of the original ostracized and censored individuals long before 2020. We all know why too as she posed a serious

threat to the criminal elements behind the scene.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 9:40:35 AM
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sweetcat
Joined On 10/15/2009 11:16:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Change takes time, it comes from the "bottom" up, not from  the "top" down.  Historically, that is what created social changes... A

movement of People trained in  Systems  .  Not armchair philosopher and commentators. www.vashiva.com ~

www.TruthFreedomHealth.com
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think what Stephanie Seneff said at the 9 minute part of this video is why Moderna didn't apply their full dose shot to the FDA.  They

applied for a half dose, which is going to delay their approval for a booster shot, and this is going to cost them money.  They would of

gotten approved by now had the applied for their full dose.   The reason pZzer got fast approval for a booster is because they applied

 using the same dosage.  Moderna didn't do this out of the kindness of their heart,  they did it because they know a full dose would be

dangerous.
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gh\nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess side stepping is not an option. We now have a segment of human kind that think they can do better than nature. Bottom line is

now we must work harder than previously to stay healthy and survive. I still wish/pray for the CHOICE option. “Come on Musk, get the

leader’s to another planet and take Rx with them, we will pitch in for the ticket”!
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scottevani
Joined On 1/29/2011 10:23:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another bad thing about all of this is that they will continue to tinker with DNA and genetic modiZcations trying to improve or make major

modiZcations. There really is no end to what is going to come out of the labs especially in light of consent of the government and not the

governed.
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shalzimar
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:31:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

since they wrote a "program" to modify our dna can we write a "program" to correct it or at least to change it's instructions?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do your research.  Many methods of neutralizing the vax require immediate implementation, some within minutes of being vaxed.

 Others, persistence to complete a rigorous protocol. Sauna is only one method.  Saunas are known to inactivate certain proteins,

but it must be high heat and prolonged exposures.  With supervision, if necessary.  Not everyone can tolerate high heats and

duration. It will not work for people who wait and get an occasional sauna at  a "comfort" (rather than therapeutic) level.  As the

saying goes in natural medicine for therapies like this... "do it until you feel you will go stark raving mad if you continue--then do 10

more days". One must be thorough.
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL

CONTROL CIRCUIT www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  ~ THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity
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legendlina
Joined On 2/5/2011 11:15:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cybersoul, I just want to thank you for posting those links  so often. I really appreciate it & I am sure others do too!
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Though I've been trying to avoid such things, I recently had to take my daughter to the ER for a prolonged high fever. When they

discovered she's completely unvaxxed, they were much more understanding than they've been in the past. But what really tripped me up

was that they weren't even remotely interested in testing for covid. In fact, that's the one thing they did not test for. Instead, they were

highly focused on RSV and were pushing the fact that RSV is "surging" at the moment. Then the next day I read about the push to get an

mRNA jab for RSV into the pipeline for fast approval. Makes me wonder whether they're already moving on to their next coordinated

effort.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Submitting to "medical" exams and/or treatment these days only turns people into lab rats. And yes, the next mRNA Kill Shot

planned for children is for "RSV," whether such a thing exists or not...
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished -- agreed, which is why I try to avoid sucb things at all costs. We've kept our kids extremely healthy, in part because

we've completely avoided vaccines. The RSV "vax" will be similarly shunned in this household.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what happened?  Is she ok?  I’m still promoting oil of oregano.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 7:37:01 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the surge in RSV among children is due to masking.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cat, yes, she seems to be Zne now. After every single test came back negative, they decided to go back and test the sample for

covid. That, too, was negative. So we assume it was the usual Rando virus. She had a lot of sinus pressure, so they thought maybe

sinus infection, but that seems to be clearing now. She had a fever for 8 days (a new record, previous record was 6), but it's now

broken. So all's well that ends well, but it was a bizarre turn of events. So, with oil of oregano, do you do steams with it?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 8:25:37 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, you may be quite right about RSV and masking. I think it's no small coincidence that she spent three days in school -- the

Zrst three days in months that she had to wear a mask -- and then fell ill.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 8:30:36 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

bor8387
Joined On 1/17/2021 5:36:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is for @Anmael:  Take Action. I am only one, but still I am one. I cannot do everything but still I can do something, and because I

cannot do everything I will not refuse to do something that I can do. e.e. hale Be blessed

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 5:42:04 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bor8387, Thanks! there are no small actions but big ends. But there is One who gives the ferment ...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 6:08:21 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vkopys-a-pathologist-summary-of-what-these-jabs-do-to-the-b..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 4:54:10 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a strong immune system already from organic farm raised foods. But I also take natural immune system boosting supplements to

optimize my immune system. Don't need any Covid vaccine especially if it could be debilitating or deadly.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 4:25:54 AM
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure you do! Because the "government" made up of psychopathic control freaks know what is good for you! And it sure isn't a

robust immune system! You need to get off that way of thinking and start drinking water with amoebas and get some of the great

Roundup weed killer on your crops! Good food isn't good for you! Because they don't "believe" it is good food UNLESS it is laced

with Roundup. So what if it gives you cancer! Cancer is good for population control!  So, be sure to go get some snake venom and

monkey puss shot into your body, because, hey...What could POSSIBLY go wrong?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/7/2021 4:48:08 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, simply put, mad scientists have created a Frankenstein mRNA which, when packaged in a mixture of various poisons and injected into

a body,  travels throughout that body creating trillions of defective mis-shaped Frankenstein proteins.  No-one knows just how these

ticking time bombs will develop and wreak havoc and destruction in that body and our leaders are forcing people to accept this and
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ticking time bombs will develop and wreak havoc and destruction in that body and our leaders are forcing people to accept this and

expect us all to believe that they care about our health. Right.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHAT? You don't believe "our" "leaders" don't have our best interest in their hearts? Why, why, why...you are SOOO wrong! Just look

at Ruby Ridge and Waco and you can see how they were so concerned about the welfare of children when they shot Sammy

Weaver in the back and burned 17 little children alive! That was good for them, don't you know? Really, what we need is a real life

purge where normal people can become temporary psychopaths to wipe the REAL psychopathic control freaks off the planet so we

can have some peace until more of them somehow are born and start screwing everything up again.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lion, the Psychopaths are in the process of Znal control over all of us. Ruby Ridge and Waco were ritual sacriZces. The psychos,

after being kicked out of >60 countries for some reason, were let into the UK bu Oliver Cromwell and used that base to take over

everything. This is not a China virus, it is a Crown operation. Its too late to stop, so look askance at any Hopium suggesting

otherwise.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As of now, I am not convinced that the virus exists nor that the germ theory of disease is completely correct. Still, building one's immune

system can't hurt. Submitting to a MURDEROUS SHOT MUST NOT be coerced. The fact that there is any risk of harm is enough to classify

a vaccine as a fraudulent "treatment." Coercion is absolutely unacceptable, and, ideally, vaccines ought to be outlawed.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree that vaccines should be outlawed.  Allow for supplements in their place which would put pharma out of business and would

also tank the markets.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

vaccines were seized on as a key component for current Medical Martial Law. "Modern" (Industrial) medicine relies on vaccines for

continuing business, a voluntary way people introduce deadly materials into their body, which are then dismissed as cuasitive

factors for things such as Spanish Eu, polio, AIDS, measles, and so many other fake virus-caused maladies. Here we are. No

vaccine has ever done any good.
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garagekey
Joined On 8/18/2014 2:11:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue275 -I agree. "I for one despise it when misinformation is spread rampantly online!" I am also a vaccinated donor, and make a point in

my own life to maintain organic nutrition, D and Omega 3 supplementation,  and exercise. I feel good knowing that I'm able to donate at

my age (68) and that it can mean so much to those who need it. I remember when my father was in cancer treatment over forty years ago

and my mother told me to donate blood. I continue doing so in their honor. I also respect your donation in kind(ness).
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And I'm sure, since the blood you DONATE is going into the blood supply that they charge the hell out of people for, that there is no

Znancial incentive to overlook the fact you have some weird crap in your blood that wouldn't be there if you hadn't been vaccinated.
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Fuzzymike
Joined On 11/12/2008 12:07:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Possibly an impossible request: can we condense this information into a more comprehensible story for the layman?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may be the most important paragr. taken from the above, from Dr Judy Micovitz: "A large part of Dr. [Francis] Ruscetti’s and

my work over the last 30 years has been to show you don't need an infectious transmissible virus — just pieces and parts of these

viruses are worse, because they also turn on danger signals. They act like danger signals and pathogen-associated molecular

patterns."
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fuzzymike, Amen.  I agree.  It would be most helpful in sharing and trying to explain this important information.
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MsNala
Joined On 7/7/2021 1:36:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a question, and I mean this sincerely. We have all probably joked with our inner circles at one point or another, that the injected

appear to have lost their ability to think. However,  I came across a Bill Gates video (ugg, how I despise typing that name) wherein he was

discussing how vaccines could target the area of the brain for religious extremism. Of course, this was presented to the CIA (allegedly) in

the guise of reducing terrorism, not wiping out spirituality and faith. My question: is it possible they've managed to target the critical

thinking bits/logic sections of the brain with the Zrst round? Or is this phenomenon strictly the product of mass brain-washing and

group-think?
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MsNala, 'We have all probably joked with our inner circles at one point or another, that the injected appear to have lost their ability

to think."    I have noticed that with friends and relatives that have been jabbed to varying degrees.  One relative has started

repeating herself in conversations without recognition that she has done that.  She never did this prior to being jabbed.  Another is

having subtle increases in comprehension where I am repeating and explaining a simple task.  Also, "blanking" on routine tasks.

 I've also noticed more aggression in some folks (some more crotchety others uncharacteristic).  I've been asking myself if this the

jab or am I being overly paranoid.  Thank you for sharing your experience, MsNala.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve witnessed this Zrst hand.  One of my guitar students who was really progressing fast, and had just passed a bartender’s school

exam where she had to memorize all of these drinks, took the shot (just because), and her memory was failing so bad she didn’t

remember the songs.  I had to drop her as a student.  I was worried about shedding too. I’ve seen fatigue being the other symptom

in others.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've noticed another level of evil among some of the jabbed.  I've heard stories of family members telling their UNjabbed family

members that if they sick with COVID they deserve NO treatment and if they die, those are the consequences.. WHO says things

like that? People are losing empathy & compassion...something is very wrong here.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evil in people was already there since before the covid. The tiger already has too many spots, we don't need to add more!

There is no doubt that they design at all times what can be functional to extermination. Spirituality and faith are not your area of

competence to end them. They are going to choke on that unsatisZed desire! I think that if a chimpanzee began to speak to you in

correct English after suffering a mutation in its vocal cords, perhaps you would accept the emergence of a couple of doubts!

Scientists' explanations sometimes make our senses dizzy, but it is what it is, if we want to advance by building patience ... we will

need it.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it’s affecting them spiritually. It’s as if they have no heart
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sblock123
Joined On 1/11/2012 7:25:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what book is a good primer for this material?  I want to understand it at a deeper level, is there a text book on immune system that is up

to date?  thanks for all you do
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deliaChar54
Joined On 4/29/2021 5:38:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can the vaccines cause cellulitis?
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know the process for downloading individual videos from Mercola?, I have sent several emails and received no response. I build

computers and have tried everything I know and have had no luck saving them, as I know he removes them after 48 hours. Dr. Mercola's

info, to me, is essential to save on this issue as seems to be all there is anymore, for 2 years now, cv this and cv that, everywhere is cv....

my truck tire went Eat, cv?? Just making a little funny of the ridiculousness of what is going on, End Times from my stand point as Jesus

is my Rock to stand with. So, any ideas, all welcome.........
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splashingwater
Joined On 2/7/2014 1:44:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know someone who has had fearful and violent dreams after getting jabbed?
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multinode
Joined On 4/7/2021 10:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how can I save Mercola's video as an MP4
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ToeCutterAUS
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is screen capture software you can use.  I use Flashback Express Recorder.
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding Dr. Mercola's advice (very sensible!) to minimize one's exposure to glyphosate, how much of this toxic substance can make it's

way into tap water?  That is, in a municipal water supply, after the water is treated to make it "drinkable"?  I've recently been shopping for

a good quality replacement water Zlter (faucet mounted) such as PUR brand, and wonder if that level of Zltration (essentially 'charcoal

Zlter' versus Reverse Osmosis) will help to reduce the amounts of glyphosate in the water?  Thanks.
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mpjwest
Joined On 9/11/2009 12:15:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reverse Osmosis will help to reduce the amounts of glyphosate in the water more effectively than Zltration.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may reduce it, but distilling or RO is the best way to go.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best to use a whole-house carbon Zlter with a pre-Zlter for particles and add a R/O Zlter to it; in that case, you get the most for

your money. The carbon improves water quality for baths/showers, and the R/O makes good water for drinking/cooking. The

particle Zlter protects both from an early demise.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bought a hydrogen water machine last Christmas for myself.  Nexus Blue.  Hooks right up to my faucet.  Used to have a distiller

until it broke, but had to add trace minerals.  The NB set me back $875.
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wenwool
Joined On 4/27/2014 3:59:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not a scientist, have recently been introduced to fulvic and humic acids, which supply the body with the nutrition that no longer in our

over-farmed soil. Humic acid in particular has in lab studies in the 1970s, demonstrated the ability to attract and attach to spike proteins

on herpes viruses; preventing those viruses from attaching to healthy human cells. Dr. Mercola could you possibly address these

immunity enhancers in future articles? Another I've found and am curious about is monolaurin.  Thanks for all you do!
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's tiring to hear about the germans killing people in wwii.   I saw the Zlms of bulldozers pushing bodies into the mass graves.  They

clearly died of starvation, not gas.  So if you want us to believe anything you say please try to avoid repeating the lies of the same people

who are now killing us.
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theWellSeasonedWoman
Joined On 8/29/2011 7:07:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you actually read the Nature article cited by Dr Mercola you will Znd passages throughout that do NOT support his assertions:

 "Vaccines are effective only if they are administered. Data supporting the safety and encacy of vaccines are profuse, and it is undeniable

that vaccines have eradicated several infectious diseases in portions of the world and saved countless lives. Nevertheless, public

mistrust fuelled by misinformation and anti-vaccination movements threatens the maintenance of herd immunity and puts our most

vulnerable populations at risk. Declining vaccination coverage can lead to the re-emergence of life-threatening diseases. For example,

measles, which was eradicated from the USA in 2000, infected more than 1,200 people in 2019 owing to poor vaccine compliance in

multiple communities (see Related links).

For COVID-19, information from employers and government sources has been shown to improve vaccine acceptance rates, which range

from 55% to 90% around the world244. In the USA, excellent encacy data from mRNA vaccine trials have increased public conZdence in

these vaccines; however, current acceptance rates of 56–75%245 may be insuncient to reach at least 80–90% coverage246, the

threshold thought to be necessary for herd immunity against SARS-CoV-2. Although much of the burden of improving vaccine coverage

falls on governments and public health oncials, the scientiZc community can help by improving mRNA vaccine encacy and safety.

Enhanced encacy will lower the acceptance rates required for herd immunity, and improved safety will stem media reports of adverse

events and, thus, decrease fear of vaccination."
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